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Conference for Comparing Will Enable Municipalities to Aged Woman Gives Way to And "Right Away" Was Crowds at Porto Maurizio Chicago Financiers Said of
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delinquent until after June 1. Grant
county is second with 50.3 per cent,
the other counties following: Colfax
49.4 per cent; Luna 49.4; Taos 48.7;
Chaves 48.3; San Juan 47.1; Eddy
46.6; Curry 45.5; Otero 44.2; Bernalil-

i

lo 44.1; Quay 43.5; Torrance 43.5;
Roosevelt 42.8; Dona Ana 42.7; Lincoln 41.5; Valencie 41.4; Union 40.8;
Sierra 40. Santa Fe is among those
counties which have less than forty
per cent collected, the list including:
Rio Arriba 38.8; Socorro 38.4; Mora
38.2; San Miguel 35.1; Santa Fe 33.4;
Guadalupe 29.8 and Sandoval 22.8.
District Court
Judge John R. McFie yesterday in
the district court for Santa Fe county
granted a decree of divorce in the
case of Mrs. E. Lichtenstein, formerly
of New York, vs. E. G. Lichenstein.
Judge McFie yesterday, in the case
of the Argo Mining Company vs.
George Alexander and J. F. Gants,
granted possession" of the Las Vegas
Lode in the new placers district,
southern Santa Fe county, to plaintiff,
and also issued a perpetual Injunc
tion against defendants to restrain
them from interfering with the possession of the property by plaintff. Damages of one cent and costs were as
sessed against defendants..
President Gowen Resigns.
Dr. B. 6. Gowen, president of the
Normal University at Las Vegas, has
resigned and so has Professor James
S. Hofer, instructor in psychology and
history of education.
Postmaster Appointed.
Washington, D. C, April 13. 'Spen
cer Taride has been commissined
postmaster at Vaughn, N. M.
Washington, D. C, April 13. The
postofflce site, of Platau, Roosevelt
county, has been moved one and a
quarter miles northeast.
What is New Mexico's Population?
oays the Albuquerque
Morning
Journal:
"
'Everybody get together and work
hard and accurately.'
"This is the slogan which Supervisor Paul A. F. Walter of the New Mexi- .co census has endeavored to instill in
to the minds of all the enumerators in
his district. He believes he has done
so and that the census will be taken
rapidly, thoroughly and efficiently;
giving to the full not only New Mex
ico's population but Its resources as
.

s

ine enumerators of each district
have held meetings for 'organizations
mey are thoroughly familiar with
what is expected of them and the ap
peal is to the people to give the cen
sus man all the assistance possible,
"When the census man calls on you.
take a little time and give him the
information he wants to the last de
tail, it will all help.
"The government lias sent a special
man to New Mexico to take the cen
sus of the corporations. This will be
his only work. He commenced it in Al
buquerque yesterday and will cover
the whole territory while the enumer
ation is under way.
"What will the population be?
"It Is a question that offers a very
tair sporting proposition. It has been
estimated all the way from 350,000
to 475,000 and both estimates are by
conservative men with some claim to
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Significant . Incident That Throws
Light on Modern Domestic.
Conditions.
Colorado Springs, Colo., April 13.
After waiting for more than thirty-sihours, figuratively, on the altar steps
for the bridegroom's divorce decree to
be signed in San Francisco, it was an
nounced last night that Mrs. Grace
Goodyear Depew and Captain Ashton
Potter, both of this citv, will be mar
ried tomorrow, at which time it is ex
pected that the news that the Cali
fornia courts have formally declared
Captain Potter free to marry again
will have been flashed over the wires
to the expectant couple.
The wedding had been fixed for yes
terday under the supposition that on
that day twelve months would have
elapsed since Mrs. Potter secured a
preliminary decree of divorce in the
San Francisco courts and statutes,
which declare that a final decree of
divorce shall not be Issued less than
twelve months after the granting of
x

In Addition He May Have to
Face Perjury and Disbarment Proceedings

well.

(Continued on Page Eight.)
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who
13.
Mr.
That Chicago and oiher financiers
Porto
Maurizio,
i was one ofaudthe 1600 person-April
Kansas City, Mo., April 13. After
Presi
with
shook
have been thinking of investing
hands
who
at
2:30
and
spoke
Roosevelt
this
Kermit
left
for
unconcern
sitting with apparent
Taft in Chicago St. Patrick's day afternoon by train for Venice, where (money in Santa be 'have repeateai
dent
two days in the court room, Mrs. and President Taft assured me that
they are due to arrive at two tomor-- j declared that the city's antiquity in
Logan O. Swope gave away to her New Mexico is to get statehood 'right row morning. They remain there un- appearance is its greatest asset and
emotions, wept bitterly as she talked away,' and that he has every reason til two in the afternoon, when the that certain styles of architecture of
to newspapermen soon after the tria'to believe the enabling act w ill be journey to Vienna will be resumed. new buildings put up in Santa Fe are
of Dr. B. C. Hyde opened this morn- signed at this session of Congress. It Mrs. Roosevelt and Ethel remain here. monstrosities as far as blending with
to find The former president and son traveled the old Spanish or Mission architecing. Recalling her home when Colo- was a surprise and a delight
is today in a special car placed at their ture is concerned, were declarations
world
financial
that
the
Chicago
serious
no
and
was
alive
nel Swope
The of John P. Wagner, vice president of
factional strife was apparent in the talking about New Mexico." So said disposal by the government.
of
vice
John
Dr.
P.
dethe Santa Fe Board of Trade in a distheir
president
at
Wagner,
demonstration
woman
popular
Swope family, the gray haired
in an
contrasted it with the present lonely the Santa Fe Board of Trade, at the parture all but exceeded that which cussion held at the board's meeting
marked their arrival. Throughout the last night. That it took fifteen years
residence. "I am not In this court address delivered Mr.last night has
board's meeting.
just streets flaming posters bore the mes- after Santa Fe got a railroad for its
Wagner
room by choice," she continued.
My
where he spent sage: "Come back soon." Mr. Roose people to realize that this is not to
returned from
presence here is due only to the de several weeks Chicago
in the interests of the velt was escorted to the station by a bo a commercial but a tourist and
sire to see justice done and the guilty De
Vargas hotel project and last prefect of police and city fathers. As home city was the declaration of forconvicted. It is not a pleasure to sit
he seemed cheerful over the out- the train pulled out, Mr. Roosevelt mer Governor L. Bradford Prince who
night
here and undergo this ordeal. But it look.
stood on the car platform waving his delivered an eloquent speech followis my duty, and I will suffer much to
"While in Chicago I had the pleas- hat while the band played ihe "Star ing Doctor Wagner, advocating the
perform it properly."
ure of delivering four speeches and in Spangled Banner" and the crowds setting to work of a preservation comWhile her mother talked, Mrs. Hyde one of my audiences were
u(.)
mittee to protect Santa Fe antiquity
peo- - shouted "Long live Roosevelt!"
as seen in its ruins and general style
sat a few feet away laughing and talk- - i pie," he said. "It was surprising the
of architecture.
ing with her husband. In the midst number of questions people in Chicago COLONEL COOPER
The discussion was started by Vice
of her tears, Mrs.
stopped asked. I think I had to answer 400
MUST SERVE TERM.
President Wagner referring to the atspeaking for a moment and silently queries about New Mexico and Santa
regarded thcyflefendant and his wife. Fe at one meeting. President Taft Supreme Court of Tennessee However tempts of certain architects to put up
beautiful buildings and yet neglect
Then sobbing violently she began to himself expressed the hope that he
Reverses Sentence of His
see
to
to
come
the
would
cardinal principle of art to have
able
down
be
came
tell of the time when Dr: Hvde
Son Robin.
the building harmonize with its surinto their family circle. Then, sup us at no distant day and I in turn asXashville, Tenn., April 13. The su- roundings.
ent leaders today in no uncertain ported by her attorney, she arose and sured him that I hoped we would
court today affirmed the verdict
at
Doctor Wagner also referred to cera
have
De
hotel
preme
splendid
Vargas
tones.
left the court room. Although Dr.
in the cases of the state against Colo- - tain new buildings on Palace avenue
which
to
him
up.
put
"The speaker can continue to make Hyde was still smiling, he expressed
"There can be no question but that jnel D. B. Cooper and his son Robin, and again deplored the tendency of
these irritating defis," said Repre discomfiture today at the slowness
financial interests of Chicago are as to Colonel Cooper, but reversed tine architects to modernize
the
Santa Fe
sentative Murdock of Kansas, "until with which the jurors are being obto the opportunities present- lower court as to Robin Cooper. Both whose greatest charm is being anaroused
after the administration legislation is tained. "I hope this is the last day
by New Mexico and heavy invest- had been sentenced to twenty years cient. He said that cities like Wash
disposed of. He knows he is per for questioning veniremen," he said. ed
in the penitentiary for the murder of ington, Buffalo and Chicago are now
ments
are sure to follow.
fectly safe just now. But after we "I want to get through the trial as
United States Senator Carniack in protecting the big expensive buildings
Hotel.
That
ihave passed the important legislation soon as possible."
from being ruined in appearance by
VarNovember, 1908.
"In
to
De
the
financing
regard
on hand his case will be attended to,
the building of shacks around them
gas hotel I have signed the contract
man can't continue to make large
Cooper Pardoned.
and urged that Santa Fe also have a
the
for
and
bonds
the
hotel
for
Gover13.
Nashville, Tenn., April
project
bluffs without eventually being call
it is now up to me to raise $75,000. I nor Patterson today pardoned Colonel committee that shall have power to
ELEVEN INJURED
ed."
think I see $40,000 of this sum readi- Duncan B. Cooper, whose sentence of make builders show their plans and
Representative Poindexter of Wash
ly raised and probably the balance twenty years to the penitentiary for not mar the appearance of magnificent
ington, another insurgent, who with
An the murder of United States Senator structures
'without
by building
difficulty.
unsightly
Mr. Murdock voted some weeks ago
IN JOY RIDE expert isextraordinary
over Carniack was confirmed today by the houses or stores near them.
Mr.
to
go
engaged
being
to
in favor of the Burleson resolution
said
studied
he
that
Wagner
and
the
and
ventilatar
had
court.
state
The
heating,
lighting
supreme
pardon
depose Speaker Cannon, was equally
of the hotel and the plans are be coming so soon after the court's de- chitecture and he knew that Santa Fe
ing
caustic.
could have its new buildings erected
ing revised. I must urge those who cision created a sensation.
Cannon's action is foolish," he Chorus Girls and Theater At- have contributed to the nucleus fund
in Spanish or Mission style without
said. "He's sitting on a powder mill
taches in Automobile
losing comfort and without spoiling
of $10,000 to make their payments PROMINENT DEMOCRATS
and it seems to me a pretty reckless
for I expect a number of capitalists
TO HOLD LOVE FEAST. the looks of the town. He said that
Accident
performance tor him to keep on
down here before the end of the
experience had shown what kind of
striking matches all around the
month and it will be very embarrass- Of Course, the Small Fry is Not Con a house is best suited to this climate
and that prospective builders would
place. He will touch this thing off
ing if we cannot show the confidence
sidered When Party Policies
some day and he will find himself LOST CONTROL OF HIS
be wise if they regarded this experi
this community has.
Are Formulated.
ence
going up through the dome of the
"I feel convinced that the ultimate
covering hundreds of years.
Indianapolis, Ind., April 13. Prom
capitol.
Governor Prince's Talk.
financing of the project is assured. inent Democrats from many states
Then former Governor Prince arose
"The speaker cannot eliminate the Chauffeur First Runs Down Man And I say right here that the De Var
the
for
in
this
city
today
gathered
issue of Cannonism by constantly par
Who Had Alighted from
gas hotel is going to be built if I have celebration of the birthday of Jeffer- and said that we need more a preserv'
to
Tne
House.
tne
in
it
issue
is
the
go
ading
through
country wheeling son and a "love feast" under the aus ation committee than anything else
Street Railway.
not an incidental or personal one, but
a wheel barrow and collecting funds.
right now in New Mexico. He con
pices of the Indiana leaders of the tinued: "I was in
is federal, and there can be no harThis method, however, ought not to be
Albuquerque a dav
party. The banquet for which six hunLos Angeles, April 13. Eleven permony until it is finally disposed of
necessary as long as we have auto- dred covers are to be laid will be held or two ago and I made efforts to have
one organized there. I spoke to at
and disposed of in the right way. sons, chorus girls and attaches of a mobiles and aeroplanes." (Cheers.) '
W. Kern, the Demo- least four
Cannon's speech of yesterday was not local theater, were injured, none serimen and every
Doctor Wagner said he had been tonight. John
at one of themprominent
cratic candidate for
answered practically the
particularly fine effort at harmon ously, early this morning when an au- through Texas and that it was as the last
tomobile in which they were riding
campaign will be toastmaster. same thing and in almost the same
izing the party."
tonishing to see how the small towns The
include Joseph W. Folk language: 'Not a man in the
was ditched near Pasadena. The ac- of Texas are
speakers
citv of
booming themselves and
of
William
Sulzer of New Albuquerque would give a minute of
was the result of another acci- building
cident
Missouri,
com
splendid hotels for the
MANY DEATHS IN ACCIDENTS
dent. P. W. Turnbull of Pasadena
York, Governor Marshall of Indiana, his time to anything except the mak
Easton, Pa., April 13. Eleven men, alighted from a street car and the au- fort of those who visit the towns and and
Lafayette Pence of Colorado.
ing of money.
for
the
accounts
the
bank
(Laughter.)
swelling
all foreigners, were crushed to death tomobile
The National League of Democratic
struck him a glancing blow. of those who own the hotel bonds.
"Gentlemen, we have the most imin a stone quarry of the Nazareth The
clubs
in convention elected W. C. portant ruins in the United States.
driver turned round to see what
Concluding, Doctor Wagner said:
Portland Cement Company near Naz had
and lost control of hh
happened
am sure once the De Vargas is Liller of Indianapolis president. The And yet some of our great ruins are
"I
areth today. A premature explosion car, which swerved into a ditch and
built in Santa Fe, that pessimism we executive committee includes Gover- being destroyed by the lack of a few
tore 5,000 tons of stone loose, covering overturned.
dollars and a little mortar. Some of
see today will vanish like the mists nor Shafroth of Colorado.
the victims.
the ruins have disappeared for this
before the rising sun."
(Prolonged
WAITED ON ALTAR
neglect and thousands and millions of
applause greeted this statement.)
dollars now spent will not restore
4
STEPS FOR DIVORCE,
RAIDING DENS

Governor Mills, Territorial Engineer Special to the New Mexican. ;
Washington, April 13 Delegate AnVernon L. Sullivan, Attorneys Charles
Las
Vegas, drews introduced bills that certain
A. Spiess, A. A. Jones of
y
M.
towns and cities may enter certain
W.
Los
of
Alamos,
D.
Hand
J.
of Fort Sumner, and others inter- lands for cemetery and park purposes
of the secretary
ested in an adjudication o the water under the regulations were
referred
of the interior. They
tributaries
Pecos
and
on
the
rights
on public lands.
to
Ur-to- n
committee
the
Lake
to
the
south
from Las Vegas
Also to pension Sybilie, the widow
project, were in conference this of F. W. Grossart
of Company C, 41st
office
going
forenoon in the executive
York
New
and Company D,
over the contentions of the various 22d Veteraninfantry;
$26; also $2
Reserves,
a
compro
claimants, with a view of
for a child. Also an increase of penis general
mise as the impression
sion for Thomas A. Carr to $30, also
that there is enough water in the Pe increase of pension for Benjamin F.
cos to satisfy all, condi ions being Adams to $24, passed the House.
much the same as on the Rio Grande
Beveridge says he is under a pledge
where the waters of the upper part of not to (request the displacement of the
the river do not reach the gorge at administration railroad bill till a vote
the Elephant Butte at all and where, on that 'bill. This may occur on any
therefore, works on the upper tribu- day.
taries will not diminish the flow in
Do Not Like Cannon's Defi.
13. Speaker
the lower part.
Washington, April
Tax Collections.
Cannon's defi to the Republican inTraveling Auditor Charles V. Saf- - surgents of the House in his speech
ford today completed the compilation on tne noor, wnen ne abruptly torn
of the tax collections by the various them that unless they "had the courcounties of the 1909 duplicate up to age" to combine with the Democrats
March 1. McKinley county leads with and vote to vacate the chair he would
58.3 per cent of the taxes collected, remain speaker until March 4, 1911,
although the second half does not fall brought expressions from the insurg-

1

COMEBACK SOON THEY CRIED PRINCE

The Ultimate Financing Seems Remarkable Demonstration in Urges A Preservation Commis
Assured John P. Wagner
sion Be Established
Honor of the Great
Tells Board of Trade.
Here.
American.

Santa Fe and Sandoval Counties Insurgents Angry at His Defiant Man Accused of Murder
Are Near the Bottom
of the List.

PROJECT

HOTEL

WAS THAW'S FIRST ATTORNEY

Clifford W. Hartridge Fails to
Win in His Suit Against

Mother.
New York, April 13. Clifford W.
Hartridge, one of the attorneys who
defended Harry Thaw in the first trial
for the murder of Stanford White,
failed today in his effort to collect
from Mrs. Copley Thaw, the prisoner's mother, the balance of $92,000
for counsel fees and disbursements
which he claimed are due him. More
than that, Judge Holt of the United
States circuit court made the .sensational statement that an inquiry was
called for regarding the professional
conduct of Harteridge and to determine whether grounds existed for a
perjury action.
Hartridge had already been pajd
$32,000.

the preliminary decree.

Both Mrs. Depew and Captain Pot-

ter are divorcees, Mrs. Depew having
secured a divorce from her husband,
Ganson Depew of Buffalo, N. Y., in
this city on January, 1909. Owing to
the social prominence of the couple,
every effort was made to keen the
I
projected marriage secret, but the
unexpected delay In securing the final
decree of divorce upset air plans.

TORRENTIAL

them."

STORM

AT TRINIDAD.
National Guard Armory Collapses and
Other Buildings Are Injured
Rain General.

OFINIOUITY
Girls Nine to Fifteen Years

Further discussion ensued and it
was decided to make additions to the
present architectural

committee

of

the board of trade or to
appoint or select a new one to make efforts to
preserve Santa Fe's historic treasures.

Trinidad, Colo., April 13. A torrenOld Lured to Their Moral ATROCIOUS CRIMES
tial storm of hail and rain which
IN THE SOUTH.
broke over the city late last night
Downfall
continued today. The foundations of
Meridian, Miss., April 13. Tom
the armory, a two story brick building
a negro who shot and killed
collapsed this morning, and serious WHITE SLAVE TRADERS CAUGHT O'Neil,
Jailer
here today was shot
Temple
been
done
buildhas
to
other
damage
and killed by oflicers in a fight in the
ings in the business district. Trains
basement of the jail. A crowd of
are tied up.
York
New
Police
of
Inaugurate
nearly 2,000 took O'Neil from officers
Rain and Snow In New Mexico.
before he died, carried him to a teleRaids
13.
A
Extensive
Albuquerque, April
general
snow and rain are prevailing throughphone
pole and hanged him. AfterResorts.
on
wards the body was lowered,
out central and northern New Mexico
his
throat cut, the clothing saturated with
today. It will be of great benefit to
13.
An
extensive
New
York, April
kerosene and set on fire.
farmers and stockmen.
raid on dealers in "white salves" was was killed by O'Neil when theTemple
started today with the arrest and ar went to the assistance of a jailer
LINCOLN GOES DRY
deputy
BY MORE THAN 900. raignment of six men in a Brooklyn whose revolver the negro had seized.
court. The police state that warrants
Murder and Suicide.
Second Heaviest Vote in City's His- are out for twenty others. Eight
El Paso, Texas, April 13. The body
girls were in court to testify against of Mrs. Kda Allen was
tory is Cast Students of Unifound this
the
prisoners. One of the girls was morning at her home in
Take
Part.
versity
Miami, Ariz.,
and
old
nine
the
but
eldest
only
years
Lincoln, Neb., April 13 At the
with her brains 'beaten out. Her husspecial local option election Lincoln fifteen. They all told the same story band committed suicide when her
body
voted by a majority of slightly over that they had been lured to a moving was found. Both were
from Texas.
900 to continue the policy of no license picture show where candy or other
Shooting Over Domestic Affairs.
inaugurated a year ago. Interest in cheap presents were given them, and Houston, Texas,
April 13. E. B.
some
to
were
then
taken
house
the election brought the second heav- they
Boneshot was probably fatally woundiest vote ever polled In the city, ap- maintained as a resort of white slave
ed today by William D. Bates, a promproximately 10,00(1, The size of the bands activities. Agents of the Socie- inent
official of the Texas Oil Comchilto
of
Prevention
for
ty
Cruelty
is
to
credited in part
"dry" majority
Domestic affairs caused the
on
pany.
been
of
the
the
hand
trail
dren
has
the faculty and student vote of the
for
shooting.
months.
of
Nebraska.
University
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And the tubes are twisted and dried,
When the oldest colors have faded,
And the youngest critic has died,
We shall rest and, faith, we shall
need it
Lie down for an aeon or two.
Till the Master of all good workmen
Shall set us to work anew!

Was Surprising
Inflammation Reduced in a Few Hours and Cure
Soon Followed
Boy's Torture
had Been Intense for Years
Friend's Child had Eczema, Too,

When the

Four

earth's

last

picture

painted

1

And

those that were good shall be

happy,
They shall sit in a golden chair;
e
They shall splash at a
canvas
With brushes of comet's hair;
They shall find real saints to draw
from
Magdalene, Peter and Paul;
They shall work for an age at a sit-

Also VARIETY FRESH YEAST

SElluIN

RESOLVED!!!.'
Vas Certainly a .Sucker.
For singing for nice bread

MOTHER TELLS HOW
CUTICURA CURED BOTH

If he'd

lijir

Telephone

No. 40

SEE FOE YOURSELF
THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

Jewelry, Silverware, Decorated China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony
Goods.

3. Sflit7
Opil
Q

MANUFACTURER
JEWELER

.

eeds Seeds

a

ASSORTMENT OP FLOWER
SEEDS, ALL KINDS OF VEGETABLE SEEDS
AND ONION SETS,
ALL FRESH SEEDS.

mm oi I

T

I

uriuo

April

13.

New York, April 13. Call money
per cent; Prime mercantile
paper 4
per cent; Mexican dollars 44; Amalgamated 75
Atchi
son 1141-8- ; New York Central 124
;v $
Southern Pacific 126
Union Pacific $ er.
188-3-Steel S7
pfd. 1221-8- .
New York, April 13. Lead weak
High School Glee Club Conce- rt435 It 440; copper weak, standard
On
Friday evening of April 29, the
spot
12.50& 12.65; May 12.55(a 12.70; silver High School Glee Club will
give a
53
concert under the direction of its in
GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
structor, Miss Matilde Alonzo.
Chicago, 111., April 13. Wheat May
Will Be Examined for Midshipman
11.07
July 103
Jacob Safford of this city has re
Corn May 58
July
ceived his papers and directions to re
Oats May 42
July 40.
port for examination on April 19 at
Pork May 22.40; July 22.60.
Las Vegas for midshipman at the
Lard May 12.72
July 12.45.
Naval Academy at Annapolis.
Ribs May 12.65; July 12.40.
More Showers and Thunder Yes
WOOL MARKET.
more showers and
St. Louis, Mo., April 13. Wool, terday witnessed
thunder. The day was more or less
steady; territory and western medi cloudy with
high southerly winds late
ums, 2224; fine mediums, 1820;
in the atternoon and continuing into
line, 1114.
the night. The maximum was 63 and
LIVESTOCK.
the minimum 45 degrees with a relaChicago, April 13. Cattle Receipts tive humidity of 34 per cent.
14,000. Market steady. Beeves $5.55
Forester Promoted F. C. W. Moore
I&8.55; Texas steers $4.80(5x6.35; westformerly chief of the Coconino forest
ern steers $5 (ft 6.85; stockers and feed- reserve in
Arizona, has been nromor- ers $3.856.45; cows and heifers $2.75 ed to be associate
forest
v.wuuux
AiJ,
It 7.10; calves $7(5x8;
third district with headquarters in
Hogs
Receipts 18,000. Market Albuquerque. Mr. Moore will (have
ten to fifteen lower. Light $9,801 charge of the
department of lands, a
10.15; mixed $9.8510.10; heavy $9.85 new department which will deal with
10.15; rough $9.85 5i 9.95; good to practically all of the forest service
choice heavy $9.95(5x10.15; pigs $9.20 business aside from the sale of forest
tl0; hulk $9.90(5x10.05.
products and grazing. This departSheep
Market ment includes all special uses of the
Receipts 14,000.
weak.
Native $4.50825;
western forests, such as settlements under
$4.75(5i8.25;
yearlings $7.258.75; the act of June 11, 1906, claims, etc.
lambs, native $7.759.75; wetihers Ss
(5x9.75.
HOW'S THIS
Kansas City, April 13. Cattle ReWe offer One Hundred Dollars Receipts 4,000, including 200 southerns. ward for any case of Catarrh that canMarket strong to ten higher. Native not be cured
by Hall's Catarrh Cure.
steers $6.258.30; southern steers
F. J. CHENEY, & CO., Toledo, O.
$5.50(5x8;
southern cows $3.50 5.70;
native cows and heifers $4 7.35; J. We, the undersigned, have known F.
Cheney for the last 15 yeat- - and bestockers and feeders $4.506.75; bulls lieve
him perfectly honorable in all
$46; calves $3.758; western steers business transactions
and financially
$5.75&8.10; western cows $46.25.
able to carry out any obligations made
Hogs
Market
Receipts 11,000.
his firm.
ten to fifteen lower. Bulk $9.709.95; by
WALDING, KINN & MARVIN,
heavy $9.9010.05; packers
and
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
butcners $9.7510; light $9.609.S5-pigHall's Catarrh Cure is taken intern$8.509.
ally, acting directly upon the blood
Sheep
Receipts 8,000.
Market and mucous nurfaces of the system.
steady. Muttons $6.758.75;
lambs Testimonials sent free. Price 75 cents
$8.259.90; fed western wethers and per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
3

5

8

CANON
1ROAD

Colo.,

Forecast for New Mexico:
Partly cloudy tonight and cold- er in the south portion. Show- ers and colder in the north
portion with freezing temper- ature. Thursday fair and cold- -

MONEY AND METALS.

FRANK F. GORMLEY
436

i

Denver,

A COMPLETE

19

iv,

MARKETKEPORT

CHOICE UTAH ALFALFA SEED 25c. per lb.

PHONE
BLACK

BIMBMM

bad BUSTER
JOE
To VEAR. UPON HIS CUNNING
LITTLE FEET.

Piaster,

brovw'

S '""""JFV

f

Ji'J

And never get tired at all!

AP

CALL

and meat
choo-s- e

ting

Co.
inter
Grocery
w
Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

known vhat to

he--

JJ

"When my boy was six years old, he
suffered terribly with eczema. He could
neither sit still nor lie quietly in bed,
for the itching was dreadful. He would
irritate spots by scratching with his
nails and that only made them worse. A
doctor treated him and we tried almost

everything, but the eczema seemed to
spread. It started in a small place on
the lower extremities and spread for two
years until it very nearly covered the
back
part of his leg to the knee. Cuti-cur- a
And only the Master shall praise us',
" Finally
I got Cuticura Soap,
And only the Master shall blame;
Ointment and Cuticura Pills and
And no one shall work for money,
gave them according to directions. I
used them in the morning and that evenAnd no one shall work for fame;
ing, before I put my boy to bed, I used
I3ut each for the joy of the
working, them again and the improvement even
in those few hours was surprising, the
And each in his separate star,
seemed to be so much less.
Shall draw the thing as he sees it inflammation
I used two boxes of Cuticura Ointment,
For the God of things as they are.
the same of the Pills and the Soap and
my boy was cured. My son is now in
Kipling.
his seventeenth year and he has never
had a return of the eczema.
No Bond for Farmer Yet "Bud"
"I took care of a friend's child that
had eczema on its face and limbs and I
Farmer is in the Colfax county jail used
the Cuticura Soap and Ointment.
and will remain tihere for want of They acted on the child
just as they did
$10,000 bond which was asked for by on my son and it has never returned.
I would recommend the Cuticura RemeJudge McFie at Raton when Farmer dies
to anyone. Mrs. A. J. Cochran,
was indicted on a charge of complici1823 Columbia Ave., Philadelphia, Pa,.
Oct. 20, 1909."
ty in the robbery at French.
Man Poisoned
Arthur Curry, an
inmate of the Colfax county jail, senFOR SKIN HUMORS
tenced to two years imprisonment in
disfiguring patches of huthe territorial penitentiary, was tni.--. morTorturing,
on the skin, scalp or hands are
en to the Miners' (hospital at Raton instantly relieved
and speedily cured, in
the majority of cases, by warm baths
and treated for a bad case of poisonwith
Cuticura
Soap and gentle anointing, which had been occasioned hv
of Cuticura Ointment. For eczehis coming in contact with too much ings
mas, rashes, itchings, irritations, inflamdisinfectant liquid used at. the iail fnr mations, dandruff, dry, thin and falling
for sanative, antiseptic cleansing
sanitary purposes. Because of the hair,
and all purposes of the toilet, these pure,
mans reticence, the doctor was
tweet, gentle emollients are unrivaled.
able to determine whether it was a
Cuticura Soap (25c.) to Cleanse the Skin. Cuticura
Ointment
(50c.) to Heal the Skin and Cuticura
case of suicide or a case where too Resolvent (50c),
(or in the form of ' 'hoeolatc Coated
Pills, 25c. PIT vial of 60) to Purify the Blood, are
mucin of the disinfectant had
sold thTOuchout the world.
Potter Drue & Chem.
135C6lumbus Ave., Boston, Mass.
used by the man in disinfecting his Corp Sore Props..
Free.
Cuticura Book, a comnea clothing and the poison absorbed
plete Guide to tbn Treatment ot Skin ana 6calo
through the man's skin. From his
condition, when found, it has been
surmised that the former surmise is
true.

GOIPIY

BROS.

TrW Little Tommy Tucker.

ten-leagu-

WE GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
WITH
ALL CASH PURCHASES

13, 1910.

Incorporated 1903.
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L'ENVOI.

Imperial'
Jersey Cream
Pan s
Bobolink
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MULLIGAN & RISING

'

wr

vr--of

The Shoes That Wear
Buster Brown Shoes for the Boys.

"

.,!:;'

copy:

Fulper Pottery Company, Flemington, N. J., April 4, 1910.
"
The
Hardware Co.,'? ',fSanta Fe, New Mexico.
Gentlemen
We herewith heg to enclose you a credit memo for
covering one number eight Fulper Filter to be delivered at
once via cheapest route to Miss Meda Hess, M. D., (Laguna, N. Mex.
Kindly see that this Filter goes forward at your earliest convenience as there seems to be an epidemic
of fever there and the
FILTER IS NEEDED AT ONCE.
Kindly advise us that you nave made this shipment and oblige,
:
Very respectfully,
.. .
(Signed) : FULPER FILTER CO.,
WTood-Davi-

s

:

WEM .lijJTIIIi'IiitiA;!.'
t'

&xmwxM

'

J.

true

A

By SAMUEL L. PARKER,
Mgr. Sales Dept.

copy:

'&ti8jiiifqi;

This is but one the many instances where we are asked to' ship
this Filter all over the country.
dWJM1fi
They are Nature's Natural Filters. They are the most effective
and sanitary Filters on the market,
We will be more than pleased to give you a demonstration of the
Filter as we are now displaying same at our store.
Don't delay, hut make an early call. '

7--

3--

611-4&3--

5--

SUCCESSORS TO J. D MULLIGAN

UNDERTAKING & EMBALMING
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
IOC
130 RED
liU

1,AlH
PICTURE

FRAMING

TASTEFULLY

AND

PALACE
AVH

SATISFACTORILY

DONE.

...

ffl

Onion Sets, Alfalfa Seed.
All kinds of Garde r Enfield Seeds.
SOLE AGENTS

FOR

International Stock Food
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
Flour, Hay,

LEO HERSCH

Grail, Potatoes,

Saltan!

Ms

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.

ii DIAMONDS

M Q

YORITZ

WATCHES

1

t

I

MANUFACTURER OF

ght Goods

8

if igni

Mexican

sarviN

filigree
'

m

F- W-

by Up.,0.
Dale Methods

Cut Class, China and Silverware

0 345 San Francisco St.
iaro'MiiMMw

SANTA FE, N. M.

k
jg

I
f

Jj

WSSSS&ii

if if. Hardware

WHOLESALE
RETAIL

A IS D

RATON
YANKEE

Screened

Wood
Lump

CERRILLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithirg Coal.
bawed Wood and Kindling.
MONTEZUMA AVWTJTTK

Near A. T.

& S.

Telephone

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

F. Depot.

85

Telephone 85

Lor as

Unsurpassed Chocolates
Made in New Mexico.

FRESH STOCK JUST RECEIVED
nnim nnnimiiiv akkfot?. a
sale nnnnrn
for
IUUIILII UUUU UUMIfllll
ONLY AT
I

sample

THE SANTA FE ABSTRACT,
REALTY & INSURANCE AGENCY

s

yearlings $7.25
ewes $6.758.30.

9.25;

fed

western

Take Hall's Family Pills

Room

(INCORPORATED)

Cation Block, Santa, Fe, N. M.
Does a general ABSTRACT , REAL ESTATE and INSURANCE business.

f(H

19

OOO OO
$20
.U,UUU.UU

t0 loftn on Santa Fe Real Estate
:
:
at low rate of interest

xssatBsaxammmtBsssasmmmmBBmaBBakt

of the best quality is obtained from olives picked before
maturity and immediately pressed. It is then called
"Virgin Oil" and has a greenis tingeh.
The quality here offered is Virgin Oil of especially fine flavor imported from known
sources and therefore free from adulteration of any kind.

OLIVE OIL

We have it.

zoors
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A CORROBORATION
Of

LARGEST HALLS

Interest to Santa Fe Readers.

For months Santa Fe citizens nave
seen in these columns enthusiastic
praise of Doan's Kidney Pills by Santa
Fe residents. Would these prominent
people recommend a remedy that had
not proven reliable? Would they confirm their statements after years had
elapsed if personal experience had not
r
shown the remedy to be worthy of
ement? No stronger proof of
merit can be had than cures that have
stood the test of time. The following
statement should carry conviction to
the mind of every Santa Fe reader.
110 Johnson
Toribio Rodriguez,
street, Santa Fe, N. M., says: "Two
and a half years ago I gave a statement for publication in regard to my
experience with Doan's Kidney Pills.
Today I am stronger in my praise of
this remedy than ever. I suffered
greatly from disoredered kidneys, the
pains in my back being so acute at
times that I had to stop work and sit
down. The trouble steadily grew
worse and I rarely knew what was to
be free from an ache or pain of some
kind. Soon after I began using Doan's
.Sidney Pills, procured from Stripling,
Burrows & Co.'s drug store, my pains
and aches disappeared and my back

New Mexico Military Institute

BE PACKED

iff

Professor W. R. Pattingill Is
Drawing Crowds Wherever He Goes

en-do-

GREAT

EDUCATIONAL

1

didn't find out I had contracted Contagious Blood Poison
until it had made considerable headway. I had heard a great
deal of the value of S. S. S. as a blood medicine, in fact had a
friend who had cured himself of the same disease through its
I

TREAT

use, so as soon as I discovered the nature of ray trouble I began
taking it. I got along splendidly from the very first and my
recovery was steady. When I first began the use of S. S. S. my
face was so full of sores and eruptions that I could not shave.
Other parts of my body were similarly affected, but there is
now not a blotch, pimple or any other sign of the disease. I
was cured by S. S. S. and I know I am cured to stay cured as
this was several years ago. There is nothing that equals
S. S. S. for Contagious Blood Poison and I always recommend
WALTER WEBER.
it in such cases.
No.
Fourth St., Evansville, Ind.

Will Give Free' Lectures Here on

Friday and Saturday
Evenings.
Hon. H. R. Pattengill and Superintendent of Public Instruction James
E. Clark will arrive in Santa Fe tomorrow evening in the course of an.
itinerary including the principal cities
and towns of the territory. Thus far,
they have visited Dawson, Raton,
Clayton, Dalhart, Tucumcari, Santa

r-- if

tpZrUB

,,.ftvl ...- t

f...

w

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
"Th Wert Point of tha 8outhwt"
Army Officers Detailed by War Department
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS

"A."
Through Academic course, preparing young
men for college or (or business life. Great
amount of open air work. Healthiest location
of any Military School In the Union. Located
oa the beautiful Pecos Val'.ey the garden
spot of the West at an e'evatloc of 3,700
feet above sea level, s'inshlne everv day, but
Ittie rain or snow during session.
Eleven Officers. and Instructors, all graduates from stardard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, thoroughly furnished, heated, light
edjand modern In all respects.
E. A. Cahoon, President;

REGENTS

W

G, Hamlltoa, Vice President; J. Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
A

Flnlay

For particulars and

Illustrated catalogue

address.
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON.

i

Superintendent.
The acknowledged virtue of S. S. S. as a blood remedy induced
Rosa and Estancia, addressing mass Mr. Weber
to commence its use when he found he had contracted
meetings of citizens and special meet- Contagious Blood Poison.
The good results he obtained is just
ings of county teachers' associations. mother demonstration of its value as a cure for this disease.
inIn every place they have met with
Contagious Blood Poison is the most powerful and destructive of
and enthusiasm.
terest
ever.
Doan's
as
was as sound and well
all blood disorders.
Its virus permeates the entire circulation and this
The territorial department of educa
one afflicted with this malady usually finds its sympKidney Pills have my strongest enwhy
any
jxplains
tion today sent out the following
dorsement."
From head to foot the
toms manifested in every portion of the body.
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
and
The
hair
come out, the
forth.
breaks
insidious
eyebrows
poison
SuBuffalo, To County Superintendents, City
Co.,
cents.
and
and
sores
ulcers break
skin
and
mouth
throat
ulcerate,
eruptions
Principals,
perintendents, Town
New York, sole agents for the United
in
the
the
on
bones
out
the
ache,
glands
groin swell, and
body,
School Officers and Teachers:
States.
affected.
and
feet
are
on
nails
hands
the
frequently
Remember the name Doan's and
We write to urge that every means
The only possible way to cure Contagious Blood Poison is to
TO
take no other.
may be used to make the lectures of remove the cause
the blood. This is just what S. S. S.
by
purifying
free.
in
R.
H.
Hon.
your city
Pattingill
and it is the only medicine that absolutely and thoroughly
His addresses are full of inspiration does;
SWELL.
TO AND FRO:.:
the circulation of every particle of the germs and virus of the
cleanses
The
sense.
common
and practical
disease.
Mercury, Potash, etc., are often used by despairing sufferers
Connection made wlii Automobile largest hall available should be pack- in
that such strong treatment will kill the poison. But this Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fs rgo
the
behope
line at Torrance for K.jswell dally, ed in every place by all persons
be
done; the disease may be checked temporarily and the
l tween the ages of 7
to 100 years. cannot
Automobile leaves Torrance for
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS. TRAVELERS'
lecsymptoms improved, but the old poison is slumbering in the blood, and
at 4 a. m., and arrives at Roswell Every one will get good from the
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
at 12, noon. Automobile leaves Ros- ture. Raise money by school enter- when the treatment is left off the disease always returns.
comes
Blood
Poison
S.
S.
S.
to
cure
of
The ability
Contagious
well for Torrance at 1 p. m. and ar- tainments, by socials, by subscriptions
the United States. Canada. Mexico
It goes into the circulation and Payable Throughout
from its blood purifying properties.
Adverrives at Torrance at 10 p. m. The to avoid charging admission.
and all Foreign Countries.
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance tise the meeting and invite every removes every trace of the poison, makes the blood pure and healthy,
is
S.
made
S.
S.
on.
and
to
later
out
break
of
in
virus
Torrance
between
no
the
and
leaves
and
is $5.80
dregs
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH
body to some. The added interest
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on auto- school matters will mean much to you entirely of roots, herbs and barks, each of which has a direct and
mobile by wire. J. W. Stockard. and to your work.
specific effect in purifying
the blood. S. S. S. does
Teachers should make every effort
not contain a particle of
to be present at the places of meetFRATERNAL SOCIETIES.
mineral in any form to
ing. Boards of school directors may
consent
sure
feel
of
the
upset the stomach, affect
undoubtedly
the bowels, or inflame any
of the county superintendent in allow
MASONIC.
& DYE WORKS
of the delicate membranes
ing teachers to be absent from the
necof the body. It is Nature's
Montezuma Lodge No school rooms for a day or two, if
blood purifier, potent and
to attend these meetings. City
essary,
M.
A.
&
RegFRENCH DRY AND STEAM CLEANING
F.
A.
1,
PURELY VEGETABLE
healthful, and so valuable
ular communications superintendents and boards of educaI:
are its tonic effects that
first Monday of eacJ tion should lend their support in this
educational
of
sake
the
haJi
for
when S. S. S. has rid the
campaign
month at Masonic
WE ALSO CLEAN GOWNS, OPERA
WE CLEAN. PRESS AND REPAIR
inspiration. The patron of the school circulation of the Contagious Blood Poison the entire system is left in
at 7.30 p. m.
to
to
found
will be
gen fine
CLOAKS, SILKS, LACES, GLOVES
AND GENTS CLOTHES
LADIES
respond
ready
H. H. DORMAN,
physical condition.
enthusiasm.
uine
Master.
Acting
We want to neto everv Contagious Blood Poison sufferer to
TIES. PARASOLS ETC
OLD HATS MADE NEW.
This educational campaign now in
ALAN R. McCORD, Secretary.
well, and for this purpose we have prepared a special book for
get
PRICES REASONABLE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.
progress is intended to give renewed Home Treatment
we will man tnis dook. wnn any special meaicai
was
which
to
1,
interest
No.
the
impetus
Santa Fe Chapter
advice free.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.. ATLANTA. GA.
R. A. M.
Regular con- awakened a few years ago in our pubvocation second Monday of lic schools. The appeal being made at
each month at Masonic present is to the teacher, the school made by Mayor Sena and Superintend-- j touched by his energetic and enthuEast Side Plaza:
Phone 132 Red.
officer, and chiefly to parents and ent Clark, after which Mr. Pattengill siastic personality.
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, H. P. guardians having control of children will give his notable lecture on 'Gump- WHITELEAD MADE
of school age: To the teacher that tion With a Big G.' "
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, secretary.
DIRECT FROM ORE,
she may fit herself during the comOn Saturday there will !e held two
more
work
summer
efficient
for
meetings of the Santa Fe County and
Santa Fe Commandery No. ing
1, K. T. Regular conclave next year, to the school officer that City Teachers' Association, beginning Chemist Claims to Have Perfected
Process That WiM Eliminate
fourth Monday in each he may plan intelligently and patriotiLACES & EMBROIPERIES
month at Masonic Hall at cally to execute the duties of his ofNecessity of Smelting.
fice; to the parents and guardians
7:30 p. m.
13.
George
Wash.,
April
Spokane,
J. A. MASSIE, E. C. that they may feel the immeasurable
E. Kingsley, a local chemist, claims
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
importance of education for their chil
to have perfected a process of manuhave just received our new Stock of this
2
'VU
dren. What will such
facturing white lead direct from ore,
SPRING and SUMMER 1910 Embroidthus eliminating smeltin with its
Santa Fe Lodge or Perfection No. 1 mean to the future of New Mexico? It
in
is
and Laces which will be SPECIAL SALE
to
eries
lie
tell.
hard
Statehood may
wastes and expense. He has inter
Ancient and Accepted
14th degree.
or
in
near
but
the
distant
the
future,
cor
in
meets
a $1,000,000
ested capital here
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry
during this month only. All new patterns and
inporation, called the Kingsley Chemical
on the third Monday of each month it will surely be hastened by the
designs.
Reduction Company, and will erect a
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in terest of the people in education. Let
PLEASE CA.LL AND EXAMINE THEM
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza. U3 then, as educators, furnish this
plant of 50 tons capacity costing $300,- as
admission
our
to
the
for
cor000
31
argument
at Atlas, Idaho,
miles east of
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are
CO
ADOLF SELIGMAN DRY
Union as a state, that our people are
Spokane.
dially invited to attend.
Kingsley says his process
to
in
earnest
in
efforts
their
32.
give
JOHN W. MAYES,
in
will revolutionize the
Venerable Master. every child a fair chance for a comdustry in that by the new method the
mon school training.
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32.
concentrates can be taken direct from
the mill, and by the action of chemi
Secretary.
Please note the places and date of
cals dissolve the lead, zinc and other
the "Educational Itinerary' as follows:
netals from the ore, and through the
Las Vegas April 17th and 18th,
FOR
B. P. O. E.
addition
to the solution of other chemMound
19th
and
O.
20th,
No.
P.
April
B.
Wagon
460,
E.,
Santa Fe Lodge
icals precipitate the purest white lead,
Albuquerque April 21 and 22nd; Ber
holds its regular session on the
The Colorado Rational Life Assurance Company
nalillo
Belen
23d,
each
of
21st,
taking only 24 hours in process. The
fourth
April
April
and
Wednesday
now
method
month. Visiting brothers are invited Clovis Aupril 24th and 25th, Portales
employed by paint mak
Denver Colorado.
ers requires four months. It is term
A. J. FISCHER,
and welcome.
April 26th and 27th, Roswell April
ed the Dutch process and necessiJ. D. SENA,
Exalted Ruler. 27th and 28th, Carlsbad April 29th, few, 4 i
i
3
tates the reduction of the lead ore to
Carrizozo May 1st and 2d;
Secretary.
thin sheet metal, the white lead being
May 2nd and 3rd.
H. R. PATTENGILL.
Yours very respectfully,
produced by the fumes of vinegar.
Knights of Pythias.
J. E. CLARK,
Santa Fe Lodge No. 2, Knights of
New Mexico.
UNION LABOR ENTERS
A. M, BERGERE,
Pythias. Regular meeting 1st and 3d Territorial Superintendent of Pupblic at 10 a.
m., and 2:30 p. m. At the
POLITICSi IN NORTHWEST.
Instruction.
Tuesdays in month at 8 o'clock in I.
Catron Block
tartU Fa, N. M.
morning session, a paper will be read
O. O. F. hall, San Francisco St. VisitProgram for the Santa Fe Meeting.
school
of
the
Miss
Lawhon
city
Convention Has Been Called By State
ing Knight's invited to attend.
On Friday Mr. Pattengill and Su by
and a physiculture drill will be given
Federation on July 4 to Form a
AUGUST REINGARDT, C. C.
will
Clark
the
visit
perintendent
the pupils of Miss McGibbon. In
New Party.
by
JOHN K. 3TAUFFER, K. R. S.
schools of the city making talks to the the
afternoon, Misses Doane and
Spokane,
Wash.,
of
and
various
the
institutions
April 13. Union
pupils
Sweet will read papers. The program
meeting the teachers. In the evening will be interspersed with talks by Mr labor1 promises to be a factor in politics in the state of Washington this
there will be a public meeting in the
Pattengill on subjects of interest to
high school auditorium beginning at teachers, school officers and parents, year and in the future. A convention
Rigs,
Single
has been called
the State Federa8 o'clock at which addresses will be
These meetings will be held at the tion of Labor to by
on
meet in Spokane
Buggies,
high school building.
July 4, for the purpose of organizing
In the evening, beginning at
a new party, separate and distinct
o'clock, another public meeting will from the Repjublican and Democratic
be held at which Mr.- - Pattengill will parties and, as it is stated in the resoaddress the people on "One Inherit- lutions adopted by a recent referin Need of Anything in
ance."
endum vote, without fusion or trading
Line.
Thanks to the generosity of the with them. It is given out officially
Santa Fe board of education and by D. C. Coates of Spokane,
friends who have gladly contributed
governor of Colorado, that canRATES RIGHT.
to pay the expenses of these meetings, didates for congressional, state, disA SPIRITED AND WELL MATCHED
no charge will be made at any ses- trict and county officers will be put in
sion. All are cordially invited to the field next fall. A. W. Swenson, a
team, is what we send out from this
Don Caspar Avenue
LIVERY.
member of the Spokane Typographicome.
We send a driver, too, if., desired.
Hon. H. R. Pattengill was for sev- cal Union, who is credited with origiWhat more invigorating than a lively
eral years superintendent of public in- nating the plan at the annual meeting
spin over the smooth roads on a clear,
struction for the state of Michigan. of the state federation at Hoquiam
bright day.
At present he is the editor of one of last January, said in an interview
CURIO CO.
SANTA
It being Spring makes the occasion
the few educational weekly papers of ithat tne break between the
more enjoyable.
e,s ana ine oia parties Has been im
RIGHT PRICES ALWAYS ON
the country, The Moderator-Topics- ,
Take a ride and be nappy.
"I
published in Lansing, Mich. As a lec- pending for the last two or three
MEXICAN AND INDIAN GOODS
now
is
and
years,
to
it
the
workers
up
of
turer on subjects
education, he has
ILLUMS 4 RISING
Corner of Plaza.
No Need to Cut.
a national reputation and his influence themselves to nominate their candi;
dates
them.
and
elect
.139
Francisco
St. 'Phone
Red.
310 San
is widening yearly aa people are
Foster-Milbur-

1

e

Wells Fargo
Company
Express

n

General Express Forwarders

All

Parts of the World.

Ros-wel-

J. D. BARNES. Aaent

j

PARISIAN CLEANING

-

j

SPECIAL
SALE

SPECIAL
SALE

Ae

if

GOODS

paint-makin- g

THE WEST

THE WEST.

sec-San- d

;

Alamo-gord-

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest

.

o

Manager for

,

LIVERY STABLE
Fine

Reliable Horses,
Surries, Saddle Horses

Call up 'Phone 9

When
Livery

CHAS. CLOSSON

CORSETS

.

f

Add Distinction
to any costume.

the
Drivers Furnished

wage-earn-
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RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
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Daily, per month, by mail
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New Mexico. It is sent to
The New Mexican is the oldest new spaper in
and growing tfxculatfci 3
a
has
and
large
every postofflce in the Territory,
ive people of the Southwest.
among the intelligent and progress
UNION(

temporary triumph .of thelaunch Democrats and their allies the' Repubthose

NOT AFRAID OF INSURGENTS.
V

ala
The
nd
in' upholding Republican detune HIIa C.
r
i
ins T"
ai.-.- u
is
principles
casting ui"
Tt hplieves
in otiovL'c
or want
care
not
do
who
those
all
of,
appu
remarks
to be Republicans. Its
to
the
do
as
conditions
they
to local
finds
country at large. A man who
that his conscience does not permit
him to remain in the Republican ranks
come
is free to go. if he wants to
back he is welcome, but the man who
as
goes out and fights his own party
an insurgent deserves no quarter.
Globe-Democr-

.

I

p.

.

Says the

Globe-Democra- t:

'Some of the insurgents are saying
that the Indiana declaration of three
days ago is a challenge to the
Thev are correct in this as
sertion. It is a challenge to the Rewill acpublican party, and the party
as in
well
as
In
the
it.
insurgent
cept
Repubthe
the noninsurgent locality
licans will make a campaign in 1910
which will be memorable for its aceast
tivity. No state of the west, the
or the border tier will be skipped by
the Republicans in the canvass. Indiana has told the country what the
insurgents will say. The Republicans'
turn to speak out is now to come.
Four weeks hence Mr. Taft will speak
Indiana will be
out in Indianapolis.
canvassed by the Republicans with a
vigor and a spirit which will remind
the country of the days when that
state's Cromwellian Repubilacn chiei,
Repub-lipnn-

s.

-

j

r
many
the dis
Possibly
""""
aster to the country which the Demo
cratic victories of 18S4 and 1892
brought are forgotten 'by some of the
older voters of today, and perhaps
some of the younger voters have not
heard of it. Perhaps a majority of
the people may choose to tempt fate
in 1910, so as to see what effect a
change of parties would have on the
country's prosperity at home and its
credit and prestige abroad. But if so
they must do this with their eyes
unfv

open.

ve plp(,lious

The Republican campaign man-

agers and the Republican newspapers
will tell the people before hand .what
will be the consequences of this folly,
so that the blame can be laid in the
right quarter when disaster to the
country comes. In 1910 the Republican party will have to battle with
several sorts of enemies, and it stands
readv to begin the battle now. It will
begin even before Mr. Taft, early in
May, declares war on the insurgents
in Indiana's capital."
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The new "board of education should the eastern part of the Territory.
devote itself to the problem of man- Three years ago, the Normal Univerual training for the public schools: sity had an enrollment of 65 and this
Dr. Edmund J. James, president of the year it has 300 while 75 applicants had
MexUniversity of Illinois, is authority for to be turned away. Truly, New
the statement that "there is a greater ico is advancing in every direction.
demand for teachers of agriculture
than the universities and agricultural
The New Mexican. Printing ComHe also de
colleges can supply."
pany has on hand a large supply ot
clares that there is an "equal demand
and' tablets suitable for acbool
for educated engineers and chemists." pads the
desk, and also for lawyers
work,
encourThis condition affords an
good everywhere. We
and
merchants;
aging indication of the drift of popu- will sell them at 5 cents in book form.
a
nation
lar education. The fact that
is industrious is not enough in this
The Spanish editiou ot the 1909
world of keen competition; this industry must be supplemented and direct- Laws of New Mexico are now ready
The methods of for delivery.
Price: Paper cover,
ed by intelligence.
our grandfathers are? no longer suff- $3.25, plus 17 cents postage; full sheep,
icient for the needs of the present day. S4.00. plus 20 cents postage. Address
Today scientific methods are being all orders to The New Mexican Printemployed to increase efficiency of la- ing Co., Santa Fe, N. M.
bor in our rural districts and the
The snme tenvalue of production.
If you are in need of anything, try
dency prevails in manufacturing and
mechanics. A single example is seen a New Mexican Want Ad.
in growth of sugar manufactories in
Germany, a country in which natural
advantages are greatly inferior to
many other nations. This result Jias
been attained through the apparent
magic of chemistry.
The American boy of today realizes
that whatever may be his chosen career whether it be farming, manufacture, or trade of any character, he
must possess a technical knowledge
in his chosen line if he is to keep
To meet this
from being outclassed.
demand is the desire and endeavor
of today's leading educators. It is at
this point that the university of today
is coining into closest touch with the
world's practical needs.

R.

L, A, HUGHES,

i

It is to be honed that Judge John
McFie wni ))e reassigned to the
first judicial district over which he
lhas presided so faithfully and impartially for many years. It is true, that
Las Vegas, Raton, Clayton, are
making determined efforts to have
him assigned to the fourth district for
they appreciate his worth as a citizen and as a judge, but that is no rea- son tor Santa Fe relinquishing its
claims upon him. He has here es- tablished a home, invested in proper- ty, taken part in practically every
THE HUNGER FOR LAND.
jinove for the town's upbuilding and Basket leaves Monday Tuesday
Many of the old timers in New Mex civic improvement is a welcome guest
ReturQS Thursday and Friday,
ico still shake their heads when they in its social circles, has identified
AGENCY at O. K Barber bhop
hear of thousands coming to New himself with its Grand Army Post, is
one
in
of its churches andi,.-- , U n upnWN A front.
a worker
Mexico to take up land for agriculture is in every respect, a gooG and model
Phone No. 23 Red
which the old timer persists isn't citizen.
Unless there is some very
worth a pinch of snuff. That any man good reason, every effort should be
should leave his happy home in the made to retain Judge McFie as a citieast to make things grow on an arid zen of the capital. Those who remempiece of laud, seems folly to them. But ber his energetic work in securing
this skeptic hasn't kept track of the for us the location of t'he School of PLAZA BARBER SHOP
great increase of land values; he does American Archaeology are especially
nnt rpnlizp as nnnnlatinn stows that loath to part with his service for with
For
com'
years .he only
necessarily each acre of land is worth mand a host in its behalf. ls
tonsorial parlor
first
class
so much more. Says the Pittsburg
R
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Assistant Cashier.

FRAKK McKAHE,

lice-Preside-

OF SANTA FE.
The Oldest Banking Institution in
New Mexico. Established in 1370
$150,000
80.000

Capital Stock
Surplus and Undivided Profit

Transacts a general banking business in all Its branches.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customer.
Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer
of money to all parts of tht civilized world on as liberal terms
as are given; by any money; transmitinC'Pgeiricy pubH.ffi; or
rate of three.,:
private. Interest allowed on tim$ deposits a( the
'
time.
Liberal
or
on
six
months" years
per ceat per annum,
advances made on consignments of livestock and products.
The bank executes all orders of its patrons in the banking line,
and aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects,
as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound banking. Safety deposit boxes for rent. The patronage of the
public is respecfully solicited.
i3tju jxruTXinjTTLRJTJTXLn tjttui jrrurriruTru"injTJTJiJxruuin

THE

HOTEL
WILLIAM VAUGHN pROP,

of the Best Hotels in the West

One

Cuisine and
Table Service
Unex celled

IMPERIAL i.AMDRY

For Best Laundry Work

BEAD, Cashier.

The First National Bank

(

j

J. B.

J, PALES. President,

Large Sample
Room for Commercial Travelers

SANTA PB, NEW MEXICO

WASHINGTON AVENUE
AMERICAN AND
EUROPEAN PLA

j

Oliver P. Morton, was on guard. Some
of the insurgents in Congress declare
that the Beveridge speech and the
Beveridge platform will be the 'keynote' for their element in Wisconsin,
If
Minnesota, Kansas and Nebraska.
Repubthe
mean
that
will
so, this
licans will be compelled to fight the
insurgents as well as the Democrats in Gazette:
in csanta Fe.
those states. The Republicans have
It was said at the Board of Trade
west
is
"Land
in
the
changing
OUR NEW FITCH
fought foes of many partisan stripes
Al- PeO' meeting last evening that men at
in the uast. They will not shrink; hands much faster than iisual.
TREATMENT
.
.,' older buquerque. are interested in nothing.
pie are selling their land in the
from the conflict in 1910.
s guaranteed to cure, (not only
states and moving to the newer lands
"Says Trey Woodson of Kentucky: on
so, but here in Santa Fe, it is even dif- relieve, Dandruff, falling hair &
is
where
the
the
price
frontier,
'Senator Beveridge's speech is a very
ficult to get business men interested other
much lower. Land is being taken up
scalp irritations. We also
in projects that promise material reencouraging sign to the Democrats. and
a
Jine of all the
are
where
crops
were
being plowed
election
If the congressional
turns to them and the city. At Albu- carry complete
tonics.
and
facial
hair
doubtful
insufficient
of
rain.
.because
held today we would carry the House
for instance, the Commer- - popular
Ne- querque,
This
western
is
in
DE LUXE QUININE & FITCH
hundry
region
a
least
at
HERPICIDE,
of Representatives by
cial Club has interested itself activeMexdred majority. I 'expect next fall to braska, Kansas, Oklahoma, New
in taking a good census; its secrely
BATHS BATHS BATHS
see Democratic sentiment stronger ico and Texas. There never was such tary, W. F. Brogan, is giving much of
to
an
was
soil.
It
the
large
outpouring
than ever.' Woodson is secretary of
in seeing to it that every
Land (his time
the Democratic National Committee. last year, but is larger this year. westAgents HUBBS LAUNDRY
and
'person
everything is counted in
'We'll beat them to a frazzle in the values have risen in the middle
that .T
city; the club has given a cornUUuB U9,
Bn.iiuOSiu m...uU.
fori,fortable,
exclaims ern states s nee the h gh prices
.
well furnished room in which laundry on Mondays and Tuesdays
congressional campaign,'
of
farm
came.
The
...
, .
,
products
prices
,u
and Fridays
.
Representative Clark of Missouri, the land have
iue enumeicuors can woi'K aiier tneir and deliver on
risen until it takes $9,000
Democratic leader in his chamber.
All work is guaranteed; your
WOrk: Secretary Brogan has
to $16,000 to buy a quarter section in
socks are mended and buttons
They call Beveridge and his friends
meetings with the enumerators
sewed on you shirts, without
allies of the Democratic party. And any of the well settled counties of inu iiioti u(.icu mem cum suugm IU
eastern Kansas or Nebraska. Land at arouse
extra
charge.
deserve
that
his
friends
and
Beveridge
their enthusiasm. That may
Re- more than $100 an acre has become be a little
a
W.
122. PHONE RED 122.
RED
Fordney,
PHONE
in
illusJoseph
stigma.
itself, but it
thing
so common that there is little intertrates the trend of public spirited-nes- s
publican representative from Michi- est in items of news
regarding such
gan, says that 'Beveridge's speech is
that has made the Duke City the
sales.
as
is
a matter of commerical
taken
It
his
plata Democratic speech, and
metropolis of the
course that tihe business of farming
form is a Democratic platform.' This
calls for much capital and the farmers
will be the judgment of every other
Of
true Republican. The men who are appear to have it in abundance. deal
The New Mexican is again moved
for
a
this
called
has
course,
great
not for the Republican party in this
to warn growing towns and cities as
takes
of
it
borrowed
capital because
well as counties of New Mexico, that
fight are against it. Republican cam- much
money to finance land in these
distincno
make
will
managers
the
paign
extravagant claims of population
morttimes.
The investors in farm
tion between insurgents and Demomade from time to time, will be greatcrats. Every man who refuses to gages have been eager to secure this ly reduced by the official figures. Santa
and have made a
profit on their Fe will be
d
fight under the Republican banner is investments. The good
among the cities
interest rates on
an enemy of the Republican party,
for it will not come near the
realty mortgages are increasing. Real 10,000 it claims although it would
and will be treated as an enemy.
and
"Before the conventions are held in estate loans in eastern Kansas
have, had it taken in the suburbs
which
were
begging
Nebraska,
going
when it had the opportunity. Twenty
the other states in which insurgent two or
three years ago at 5 to 5r 2 years ago, the census
prices are lowest
sentiment is said to be strong, Repubgave Santa Fe
for
now
written
are
cent
per
being
something like 6,500 people. Ten
lican doctrine will be heard, and Re- 6
cent. The increase in years ago the figures were only 5,600,
and 6 2
for sale quality"
publican campaign plans will be pro- land values per
has been surprising to the a loss of almost a thousand in ten
claimed. They will be proclaimed by
curious
fact
a
is
and it
years. If Santa Fe has regained those
men who have been fighting Repubmen who have lived in the thousand people, it will have done
lican battles, and who are proud ot that the
One Resolution to Make
west for many years have not been well in the population line and if it
the privilege of fighting under the Rethe
They have been too should reach 7,500 it will have don
publican banner this year. In justice timidgainers.
in
of the depressions that much better than it had a Tight to
view
Reto the insurgents as well as to the
have taken place in the past to invest expect.
What other 1910Resolu
the
purRepublicans'
publican party
An example of how rapidly
tion youmay make
poses in the campaign will be made heavily.
seen in the
The educational meetings which
known at the outset. If there is to be the prices have risen is
near a central will be held in Santa Fe on Friday
a secession from the Republican ranks case of a
Resolve now that you will
town that eight years ago was and Saturday in tihis city under the
in some of the other western states Kansas
trade at KAUNE fc CO. the
auspices of the Department of Educathe seceders will know their fate be- sold by a father to his son for $5000.
overtion of the Territory, should be well
coming year.! It is a resolu-forehand.
For the past half century Everbody thought the boy was
He sold it in a short time attended. In fact, the crowds should
tion in your own interest, for
the Republicans have been winning charged.
for $7000. The land has changed be such that overflow meetings will
victories not only because they stood hands
it means the best possible
six times, the last instance be- have to be held. There has been a
for progress and wise government, but
matno great awakening in educational
table supplies at lowest posbecause they fearlessly fought for ing at $30,400, and there have been
ters all over the country and espeof
improvements
consequence
placed
sible prices.
the
of
their principles, regardless
on the land in the eight years. This is cially in New Mexico and there should
number and political complexion of
be eagerness to get iti touch with men
on all over the west."
their foes. This will not be the, first going
who have made a scientific study of
time that the Republican party was
The New Mexican is not an advo- educational problem,?. The schools
KAUNE
Think it over-is- n't
exposed to a fire in the rear as well as cate of socialism, but it does recom- come near to every home where there
A Co, the logical store for you
in the front. The Republican party, mend to Mayor-elec- t
Arthur Selignian are children and every such home has
as the dominant element in the gov- the following pledge of Mayor
to patronize through 1910.
Eniil its problems' that take thought, prepof a cross fire Seidel of Milwaukee who was elected aration and understanding in order
ernment, met thai-sor- t
'
in 1861-6an emerged triumphant on the Socialistic ticket: "My chief to be solved correctly.
from the assault. An unholy alliance aim will be to make the city clean,
of Republican secessionists and Demo- beautiful and comfortable, and, above
The Las Vegas Optic publishes figcrats in 1872 made war upon the Re- all, a safe place for our boys and ures as to the growth of attendance
publican party and were defeated. For girls." A moral and physical clean up at the Normal University which illus& COMPANY
the moment, a league of Republican or ssanta e is not near as big a trates the growth of territorial
When ithe Normal School
rebels and Democrats defeated the task as a similar undertaking will be
Republicans in 1884, and again in in Milwaukee and yet, it will demand was founded there was real doubt
Selig' whether there was any need of it
189, but the whole country as well as the best there is in Mayor-elec- t
man
thei"- - Republican
of
and
wis Today, New Mexico has three normal
from
courage,
suffered
consistency
party
schools and should,, h&ve a fourth in
this perversity. As. a consequence of lom.
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J. E. LACOME,

Commodious Sample Room

Long Distance Telephone Station.

Steam Heated: Electric
Lighted, Every Room

FIRST CLASS CAFE

a Good One,

PKESS THE BUTTON VE

IN CONNECTION

DO

THE REST.
S52S

i

ti,J,io

if

FULL C0URSE MEALS FROM NOON ON.
'If you drop in at S o'clocx you can get a hot

WP ATP
Wa

jld
I

H

S. KflUtlE

& Co.

GROCERS

disap-pointe-

'fhere

serving

i

snpper ready to eat and you will not have to
Onr increasing patronage is the
wait.
best proof that we merit yours.

THE HOTEL CORONVLX)
RATES

$1.00

A DAY AND UP

G.LUPK HERRERA
Proprietor

ALL MODERN CONVENIENCES

Gregg's Peerless Hotel
SANTA FE, NEW, MEXICO

EUROPEAN PLAN

The only first class Hotel in Santa Fe, with hot and cold water in
every room, and with bath on every floor the finest & best CAFE in
the City in connection with Hotel. First class service guaranteed.
Nice sample room on first floor, Special attention given to traveling
men. Give us a trial If you want first class service.

old-time-

half-sectio- n

.

H. S. KAUNE

insti-tution-

s.

PHONE 26

'

Corner of Water St.
and Don Gas par Ave.

WW1- -

HERE IS AVERY

GREGG Rop.

EXCEPTIONAL

OPPORTUNITY

EVERYTHING AT ONE HALF PRiCE
BEST LINE OF GOLD AND SILVER FILIGREE
WORK EVER DISPLAYED IN SANTA, FJfl
Don't

Fail

to
Call
and

Inspect

Excellent

Assortments of

Burned Leather Goods
Burned Wooden Placques
fill Kinds of Drawn Work
leather Pillows Tops --

Many

-

other
articles

v that "i

; attract

THE ORIGINAL OLD CURIO

J. S, CANDELARIO
301-30- 3

San Francisco St.

-

Proprietor

Santa Fe, N, M.
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THAT RAINYDJTCOMES

PERSONAL. MENTION

HOUSE CLEANING TIME IS HERE!

F. M. Specht, is a Denver salesman
in the city.
Z. B. Conning, of Roswell, is at the
Coronado hotel.
Attorney J. B. Melville, of Denver,
is at the Palace.
J. P. Cochran, of Jacksonville,
Fla., is a sightseer here.
A. C. McElwan, a shoe salesman
from St. Louis, is at Gregg's.
R. E. Curry, a hardware salesman
of Denver, is here on business.
F. A. Pankey returned today from
a business trip to Albuquerque.
W. P. Chisum a well known resident of Roswell, is a local visitor.
P. M. Breckenridge, a well known
Colorado salesman, is at the Claire.
S. H. Voigt, a cut glass salesman
from Xew York City, is at the Palace.
E. C. Ciago, a sewing machine agent
of Kansas Citj is here on business.
C. L. Young, a civil engineer from
DuuRnkoyrCplo.,. is here on business.
Miss H:"M. MtfcheT,'f a s'ighfcser
from" Colorado brings, is .at the Pil- 1 1 -ace.
; C..J H.v'oatest 'a' traveling
Salesman,
hard for your money- - , If you'll LEX IT WORK FOR rrom tpioraao'. springs, is:at tne-afYou've
ace.
YOU and make you interest you won't have to ask for help should you
F. S. Carter and Miss Carter, sightlose your position.
seers from Albuquerque, are at the
Make OUR Bank YOUR BANK.
Palace.
We pay liberal interest consistent with safety.
Judge John R. McFie will go to Raton tomorrow evening on court busi&
'
ness.
Dr. and Mrs. C. W. Hoch, sightseers from Purlin, Colo., are at the1

"Pit
01

Watson
'

-I- NSURANCE

When you paint you want QUALITY and goods that
WEAR, Ourpaints are made from the BEST white
lead and PURE linseed oil, a combination that lasts

THE

St.

Phnnp

Dealers in

F"-T"'f-

IRQ

.

""

migr

LABOR IN NORTHWEST.

FINE LINE OP Carpets and Rugs FOR THE HOUSE
All kinds of furnishings from chinawara to stoves, and
ranges, Also a tine assortment of desks, chairs, table
for the babies.
and hat racks. Wagner folding
go-car-ts

They are GREA.T!!
Look over our stock and see if there isn't
something to interest you.

Ornamental Doors.

drugs

m

i

are made to perfection from our
Lumber) because the wood is
perfect in every particular and

WE POINT PROUDLY
to the fact that we handle only, a line
of drugs and remedies. Jniown to be
pure and efficacious; and that our
experience enables us to give the best
satisfaction to our patrons. Everything that ought to be ,ln a first class
drug store you will find here, at
prices that are satisfactory, and, in

free from every imperfection of
knots, cracks and warpings.
Every foot of it is thoroughly
seasoned, dried and shrunk, so
it can be absolutely relied upon
by'carpenters and builders, and
all sensible, wide-awa- ke
architects hereabouts particularly the very best qualities.
mention our Lumber in their
specifications.
&
STRIPLING-BURROW-

Charles W. Dudrow

.

S
Company.
Where your dollar buys the most.

In Order to introduce my work I
wffl, for 30 DAYS begininng April 1
,.
maks'my fine $5.00 Cabinet Photos
for $3.00 and my $3.50 Photos for $2.50 per dozen
"D"L A1AC1

I flOlUS
--

,

No ticket schemes or cheap premiums to offer. One price to all.
REMEMBER THIS FFEB IS GOOD FOR ONLY 30 DAYS.
All work guaranteed,
THR RI. PISnN RTirnin
9.u,:.Motto
Alexander.
"m
v.i u i uviv
M imager,
win oe to
Please.

I

:EEIE:

PAY

ih
m

-.

Rprf Nft

Wagner Undertaking Establishment
ALSO

brushes, dry colors oils, alabastine, muresco, stencils,

.

Modern Houses for RENT and SALE;
Fruit Ranches and large undeveloped tracts.
We have everything in the above lines.
119 San Francisco

for years! WE GUARANTEE THEM.
We have all the sundries etc. that go with the line,

SANTA FE HARDWARE & SUPPLY CO.

SURETY BONDS.

For full particulars call or
address the above company

Reason

Palace.
Attorney Modesto C. Ortiz, wag in
turpentine and wall paper. SEE OUR WINDOWS.
town today on census business. He is
enumerator for Old Albuquerque.
U. S. Attorney F. C. Wilson for the
Pueblo Indians has returned home
from a trip to the pueblos south of
Santa Fe.
B. C. Hernandez, treasurer of Rio
Grande county, is registered at the
Agents for YALE MOTORCYCLES.
Claire hotel and came on business
with Mayor-elec- t
Arthur Seligman.
Mrs. Ella Hughes, of Dixon, , Rio
Arriba county, was in Santa Fe yes- PULP PAPER MILL
FOR NORTHWEST.
terday in consultation with the census
office as she is enumerator for the
OOARANTOT)Plant is to Cost Million Dollars MarVelarde district.
J4
rr
'
ket Already Formed for Entire
Buster Brown and Tige left today
mrschbaumUcthg&
Outout.
for Moriarty.
Buster spent some
time this morning practicing wiiih a
lasso while Tige, standing on the PalSpokane, Wash., April 13. Jay P.
ace hotel porch, looked on
Graves, president of the Spokane &
Inland Empire Electric Railway system, who will be head of the pulp paBIG DEMAND FOR
per mill to be erected npar Spokane

(Established 1882)

REAL ESTATE

a

SHINE" insidelfinishes,

TRUST CO.

company

HIE

lasting paints. You SIMPLY CAN'T make a mistake
if you use "SEW ALLS HOUSE PAINT" and "SUN-

e

&

Ms

THEseason for painting and decorating is at hand
and what you want isJGOOD, RELIABLE, pure and

.

o

a Lilile

in YourBoniB

SAFE IN THE
BANK?-

UNITED STATES BANK

PAGE FIVE,

M.

by a syndicate of Wisconsin,

Illinois,

Nebraska, Massachusetts, California
Two Thousand More Men Could Find and Washington capitalists, announces
that the plant to cost between
Employment in Railroad Camps
and $1,000,000, will be in operaNear Spokane at Good Wages.
within a year. Charles B. Pride,
Spokane, Wasn., April 13. When tion
of Appleton, Wis., will build
formerly
Chi
Albert J. Earling, president of the
cago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Rail- the mill, which is to have capacity for
way Company, and Robert E. Strahorn producing 40 tons of print paper daily,
head of the North Coast road, declared and it is given out that the output will
in signed statements three weeks ago be marketed in the western and Pathat if the city council did not re- cific states. C. W. Howard of Neenah,
scind its previous action and grant Wis., will be general manager, the secfranchises .without the terminal rate retary being G. W. Davidson of Spoand common user clauses they would kane. Mr. Graves said an examinaabandon all construction work in and tion by experts with regard to suitnear Spokane, it was believed by able woods has disclosed the fact that
many that the threats would be car- there is an almost inexhaustible supried out and several thousand men ply of raw materials in the forests east
discharged; but these fears ihave and north of Spokane, adding: "Inproved groundless, as there is greater vestigations have also satisfied, us that
the entire output of the mill can be
activity than ever.
Employment agencies in Spokane readily sold in the northwestern
have orders for more men than they
can supply and as a result of the shortage of labor the wage scale has been BABY WINS LAW
advanced from $2.25 to $2.50 a clay,
SUIT AGAINST RAILWAY.
while tracklayers are paid from $2.50
to $2.75, and many of the station men
are earning from $6 to $8 a day doing Given Judgment for $4,000 Against
Nothern Pacific for Death of
grading work by contract. It is estiHis Father.
mated that more than 4,000 men are
on
two
near
the
roads
this
Spokane, Wash., April 13. Howell
employed
a
Oft
r
city and 2,000 more could find work T.iu. OiVnnn
oijauu, u uaja uiu sun OE iVirs.
in the various camps, now running Carrie L. Sisson of Spokane, who was
day and night under instructions from awarded a judgment for $4,000 against
the Northern Pacific Railway Comheadquarters.
Employment
agents in Spokane pany in the Spokane county superior
have orders from the Harriman line court, probably is the youngest litifor 1,000 men in the Deschutes coun- gant tihat has been successful as a
try in Oregon, while contractors on principal in any court of record in the
the Northern Pacific road in eastern United States. The unusual feature
Washington are clamoring for track- of the suit, the first of its kind in the
layers. One conductor on the North Pacific northwest, was that the baby
Coast has 1,000 men at work and won without a contest. H. L. Sisson,
wants from 500 to 600 more. Day and father of the infant and husband of
night shifts are being employed to Mrs Sisson was killed by a train at
"
hasten the work west of here.
Sandpoint, Idaho, while making a trip
; The lines in the fight for terminal as brakeman from Paradise, Mont., to
rates have been drawn tightly, the Spokane, on August 30, 1909. The
two factions being headed by A. W. suit was for $5,000 damages, but a
Doland, president of the Spokane Mer- compromise was made for $4,000 and
chants' Association, in favor of free Judge J. D. Hinkle signed a judgment
franchises, and B. L. Gordon, a local for that amount, which was paid at
wholesale grocer, "as chairman of the once to Mrs. Sisson, who has been apPeople's Terminal Rate committee. pointed guardian. The action was inThe council is "standing pat" for ter- stituted a few days after the birth
minal rates and there is every indica-tion- t of the child, which first saw the light,
hat the question of franchises of day on March 11, and was advancwill be submitted to a vote of the ed on the calendar at the request of
counsel for the company.
taxpayers.
$750,-00-
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CLARENDON POULTRY Yards
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Pure bred barred Plymouth Rocks and White AV'yandottes. Chickens
are yarded In the orchard under the trees and fed on clean wholesome food
only. No chance of Tuberculosis germs nor Ptomaine poisoning.
EGGS FOR HATCHING. A few choice cockerels for sale
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St, Louis Rocky Mt
Pacific

about 200,000,000 feet of hickory lum- ber. most of which is later remanu-The total quantity of
factured.
l hickory cut in the United States each
year is therefore equivalent to not
less than 330,000,000 board feet. According to the reports of the bureau
of the census, the average value of
hickory lumber at the mill is about
$30 per thousand, while the
material which is necessary for the
special uses listed above is worth at
least $50 per thousand. This makes
the total value at the mill of the annual hickory production not less than

&
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are known to exist in this country by thousands because
freed from pain and suffering by Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound.
Could such a record be made without actual and superior merit ? Read what this woman says, and realize that
the results secured in her case could not have been made
except by a very good medicine.
Lawrence, Kans. " I was a great sufferer from a weakness,
backaches and other female trou-hle- s,
irregular periods, headaches,and
broken-dow- n
condition of the
weak
a
which caused
my
system. My side was so sore I could not lie on it. I saw in was
Compound
daily paper that Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
for other
good for all female troubles and had done so muchand
it has
would
sure
it
me,
so
felt
I
help
women,
suffering
bottle.
first
My
relief
the
from
helped me wonderfully. I got as
I continued taking the Comaches and pains all left me and
three months I was a perfectly
pound I grew stronger. Within
well woman, and I want this letter made public to show what
benefits women may derive from Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable

47

9

f8 37
8 20

Connects with E. I. & S. YV. Ry, train No. 124 arriving In Pawson, N, M. av 6:15 p. m.
Connects with E.I'.&S. V. Ky, train No. 123 leaving Kawsou IS, M. at 9:55a. m.
SStUKe for Van Houten N, M. meets trains at Preston N. M.
C. &S. Passenger trains arrive anil depart from DeMotnes as follow:
SOUTH. BOUND
NORTH BOUND:
No. 8. 10.44 a. m.
No. 1. 4.48 a. m,
No, 2. 11.11 p, in.
No. 7. 6 49 p. m.
V.
S.
A.
at
T.
and Preston with C. & S. Ry. at
Raton
A.
Track connection with
Ry.
Northwestern at
lies Moines K. P. S. VV. Ry. at Colfax, N M, anil Cimarron
Cimarron. N. M. which is depot or following station Ocate, Miami. Rayado
M.
N.
Red
and
Lakes,
Ute Park, N. M. is depot for the following stations in N. M. Arroyo Seco, Aurora,

Balily Black Lakes, Cerro, Elizabethtown. Lobo, Questa, Ranchos do Taos, Red
River City, Talpa, Taos and Twining,
Daily. fKlag, f'aily except Sunday
F. M, WILLIAMS,
E. J. REDMAN,
J. VAN HOUTEN,
G. P. Agent,
V. P. & G. M.,
Superintendent,
Raton, N. M.
Raton, N. t
Raton, N. M.

Compound."

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

El Paso & Southwestern

!

The Best Route

System

East or West

-

For Rates and full information address

EUGENE A. FOX,
G.F.&P. A.

g

ONE WAY SECOND
CLASS COLONIST FARE

Albu-Querqu-

SANTA

Stations in British

"'aj",

Columbia,

California, Idaho, Montana,
Nevada, Oregon & Washington
if.

March tst. to April

..)

'I

1

5th

LIKE

1

1

es-tw- o

Colonist Rates

$25.00
V

(ONE

LOS ANGELES
SAN DIEGO,
SAN FRANCISCO,
SACRAMENTO,
and intermediates

$36.05

ft

PORTLAND, ORE. and
points in the Northwest
On Sale daily until April

15th 1910.
SEE SANTA FE AGENT.
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nevkes
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FARE

JpQ.UU

FRESH EGGS

CREAM
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j

Z

E. C. BURKE,
NATURAL GAS DISCOVERED
BY LABORERS.
opokane,

&as of commercial

d

i'"

i-

east-boun-

I

east-boun-

.

Representatives.
LETTER

LIST.

List of letters remaining uncalled
for in the postofflce at Santa Fe, N.
M., for week ending April 9, 1910.
If not called for within two weeks
they will (be sent to the dead letter
office at Washington:
Blah, Frank J.
Barela, Rosita.
Carter, J. I.
Chipman, Judge M. A. (2)
Calles, Andres.
Chavez, Loretita.
Chavez, Mercedes.
Dolan, Victor E.

Gerhardt, Herman.

Gray, Mrs. F. R. (3)
Gabaur, Mrs. A.
Garcia, Mrs. Marillita M. de.
Hill, Mr.
Howard, M. D.
Irwin, John F.
Irwin, Mrs. J, F.
Johnson, W. E.
Jones, Mr. and Mrs. R. B.
Lobato, Ramon.
Lujan, Hijinlo.
Mora, Mrs. Martin.

Slimmer

Excursion Rates

LOS ANGELES
SAN DIEGO,

$35.20
SAN FRANCISCO

$45.20
One way via
PORTLAND or

SEATTLE,

$60.90

Dates of Sale, April 4 to
8, July 2 to 8, Sept. 1 to
7, Sept. 24 to 30, 1910.
PORTLAND,
SEATTLE,
TACOMA,
VANCOUVER and

VICTORIA

B. C.

$55.00

Telephone Mo Utf Red
MRS. OTTO RETSCH.

Mexican.

Ira C.
In calling for these letters please
state whether "advertised" or not.
"Watson,

Wash., April 13. Natural
quality and quan
'ut? was discovered near Hope, Ida-saiho' 85 miles northeast of Spokane by
laborers in the employ of the North-Butt- e
em Paciflc Railway Company and
;
dam and,
Whereas! said Reclamation Serv-- ' campers and thev iined
the
iVnr
COQI'lh
at. uuce securea
ice, wlhenever the matter has come
to its attention, has notified all per- - on the land in the immediate vicinity
sons proposing to take water out of , and some of the Sas was sent to a
the Rio Grande or any of its tribu-- laboratory for analysis. The chemist
taries north as far as the Colorado jireported that the sas is of good com-linthat said waters have been an- -' mercial Quality, testing from 85 to
90 per cent pure. Several syndicates
propriated by the United States and are
being organized to explore the dis
has filed protests with the territorial
for oil and gas witlh a view to
trict
engineer against the applications of j
such person, and litigation has been developing the deposits.
threatened by said Reclamation Serv
ice to prevent the use of any of said HME TABLE ALL
waters by individuals ot corporations,
LOCAL TRAINS
and had thus paralyzed all efforts to
reclaim and irrigate lands north of
said Elephant Butte dam; and,
Leave Santa Fe at 8:10 a. in. to conWhereas, there is a very large area nect with No. 10 from the south and
of lands along the Rio Grande and its west, also No. 3 from the
east, retributaries north of said dam site turning arrive at Santa Fe 12:10 p. m.
which can be irrigated, and
Leave Santa Fe at 4 p. m. to conWhereas, the policy of tfhe Reclama nect with No. 1 west-bounalso takes
P
tion Sprvipo In the gmtrmixjntiAn
SS
N- - 2
d
ZL.
pass- r,;
aid
- "t;
w
t-- i
.OA
vi
ing Lamy at
waters
of
said river and
appropriated
at Santa Fe 6:30 p. m. with No.
its tributaries for a distance of three arrive
1 s connection
only.
hundred miles or more to the ColoLeave Santa Fe at 7:20 p. m. to conrado line, thus depriving many individuals of the right of applying for, nect with Nos. 7 and 9 west-bounReturnappropriating and using said waters and Nos. 4 and 8
for irrigation purposes.
ing arrive at Santa Fe 11:10 p. m.
Therefore be it' resolved by the
Denver and Rio Grande Railroad.
Santa Fe Board of Trade, That such
Train leaves for the north at 10:15
action be taken by this board as may
be necessary to call the attention of a. m.
the authorities of the United States
Train arrives from the north at 4
to the hardships thus imposed upon p. m.
residents along said river and its tribNew Mexico Central.
utaries, to .the end that their rights
Train leaves Santa Fe at 8:45 a.m
may be preserved arid protected.
Train arrives at Santa Fe at 9:45''-tyBe it further resolved, That the sec
HI.
J::
retary of this hoard is hereby directed to transmit a certified
copy of
these resolutions to tlhe Honorable W.
H. Andrews, Delegate in Coneress
from New Mexico; to the chairman of
the committee on irrigation of the
Senate; and to the chairman of the
irrigation committee of the House of

MILK

It Is an admitted fact that real estate, financial men and merchants all
say that auickest and best results are
obtained by advertising In the New

L. A.

Smith, Lewis.
Starkey, Mrs. A. N.
Sena, Mrs. Catalina Delora de
Saiz, Estanislado S.
Sandoval, Luis.
The Bernalillo Merct. Co.
Trujillo, Jesus Maria.

e,

the Dakotas, while Blakesly served as
a lieutenant of volunteers during the
Spanish-America- n
war, seeing much
service in the saddle in the PhilipPalace.
No attempts will be made to
C. L. Young, Durango, Colo.; T. C. pines.
or win wagers.
records
break
Duke, B. L. O. Brown. Buster Brown,
B.
Melville,
J.
St.
and Tige,
Louis;
THE USE OF HICKORY
Denver; F. S. Carter and Miss Carter,
IN THE UNITED STATES.
Kansas
C.
E.
Ciago,
Albuquerque;
Colorado
City; Miss H. M. Mitchell,
H. Alarm Felt Over Decrease in Supply
Springs; F. M. Specht, Denver;
Used for Spokes and Handles
R.
E.
Curry,
Abraham, New York City;
S.
H.
Very Extensively.
Hawiy,
Alice
Chicago;
Denver;
Voigt New York City; C. H. Coates,
with the National
In
Colorado Springs.
Claire.
Hickory Association the U. S. departP. M. Breckenridge, Mr. and Mrs. W. ment of agriculture has just completL. Wade, Monte Vista, Colo.; Mr. and ed a canvass of the principal hickory-usinestablishments to ascertain
Mrs. Charles Thomas, Durango; J. A.
.
Garcia, Conejos, Colo.; B. C. Hernan-c!pz- their annual requirements.
Tierra Amarilla; G. W. Tracey, Tn the lacf fpw vpara' thp users of
Hugo C. Hunter, Albert ,
Tyes Piedras;
yery much
kory havg become
Webe--- ,
Chicago; C. C. SchumaKer, alarmed over the decreasing supply;
OF
Las4 Vegas; Modesto C. Ortiz,
so
however, it has been imposDr. and Mrs. C. W. HacK, siblefar,to
get satisfactory statistics
Purlin, Colo.
either of the total quantity of hickGregg
in the forests or of
TVTrt ir.T
W ory yet standing
I
ufurge un.v,
the amount used each year. This is
F. JNOWDerry, Aiouquerque; a. .
because a great deal of hickory
M.
St. Louis; J. F. partly
El.vain, M.
is cut
or by stationary
m;
"'"V
FowLee
Mr.ulott
Codhran, Jacksonsille, Fla.;
n iivii, uli,(7i v,viio iiiiini, tin iuvi
M.Ai.iifjt
H le. , City; W. P. Chisum, Roswell.
timber within a radius of from two to
FE,
Coronado.
;eight miles, are either sold or moved
Ruben Valerio, Seligman, Ariz.;
TO
trt TlATXT Tininc
id glen
Ti,rh ViinL-rfP. Wurster, Moriarty; Peter Panneje
;
'
Los Angeles; H. Browman, Vaughn;
etc., instead of being sawed into lum
J. Durman, Denver; Z. B. Conning, ber.
Altogether, therefore, it is exRoswell; H. B. Nausband, Little Rock,
difficult to make even a fair
tremely
Ark.
estimate of the total hickory consumption.
HORSEBACK TRIP FROM
While the figures gathered by the as- SELLING DATES
PACIFIC TO ATLANTIC.
.
,sociation and the department are not
Will Follow the Northern Route Which as complete as were desired, they are
Covers Four Thousand Miles
jat least significant. Hickory is
or Less.
pecially sought for the manufacture of
vehicle parts and of handles, in which
Spokane, Wash., April 13 Bruce great strength and toughness,
who claims records for gether with moderate weight, are
WOODY'S HACK
rides from St. Louis to Chicago sential. It is estimated that, in the
and return, and L. E. Blakesly, who manufacture of their special products,
Prom
with a ride from Oklahoma the hickory-usin- g
; is credited
establishments con-- ;
BARRANCA TO TAOS
City, Okla., to Mexico City, Mex., have sume tne equivalent of the following:
completed plans for a trip on horse-- .
Quantity of Hickory Used
Meets Both North
South back
from Spokane to Xew York, leav- - Product. in
Equivalent Board Feet,
Bounds Trains.
jing here at 12 o'clock noon on May For gpokeg
45 000 000
journey covering- 4 000 miles. Por han(Hes
29;O0o',O00
Leaves Barranca on the arrival ot 15 the
no- the riiin ffnr
TViq m tin ara nnrlDrTQU'
"
For Poles and shafts
TvT
the north bound train, and arrives at XI
18,000,000
pleasure of being in the open. For rims
Taos at 7 p. m.
16,000,000
T nov
nnrrir tyraailnrra frnm flew.
Ten miles shorter than any other
auuuieuww,
ernor
Marion E. Hay of Washington:""1
way. Good covered hack and good and
and bolsters . 16,000,000
Mayor Nelson S. Pratt to the ex-- 1
teams.
6,000,000
'ecutive officials of New York. They !,or axles
to lalca Faa expect to reach the office of the New For sucker rods
dene
1,000,000
Tilingr
eeixg-eCsmfoitatla.
600,000
York World not later than August 15 For velncle gear woods....
mounts
of
will
the
with
out
take
they
Trip
Total
131.600.000
Spokane. Steinmetz has had long ex
In addition to the hickory which is
perience as a horseman in Oklahoma,
Texas and throughout the southwest, made directly into these special forms
also on the ranges in Montana and there is manufactured each year

rpi,.

Smith,

1

HOTEL ARRIVALS

FROM
NEW MEXICO

Ortiz, Montez Y.
Ortiz, Miss Pablita.
Ortiz, Miss L. E.
Ortiz, Gertruditas.
Rio Lucero Power Co.
Scheid, F. L.
Spincer, Liggie.

i

DENVER&KIO bRANDER. R.

r

Ornelas, Francisco.

to-wi- t:

THE

ft

BUPROWS CO.

Miller, Henry (2)
Maman, Charles.
Murphy, Mary.
Martinez, Emilio.
Moorehead, Neal.
Martinez, Miss Perfittia.
Norman, Mrs. W.

at last night's meeting:
Whereas, by notice filed January 23
1906, the Reclamation Service of the
United States sought to appropriate
A colume
the following waters,
of water equivalent to 730,000 acre
feet per year, requiring a maximum
diversion or storage of two million
miner's inches, said water to be di
verted or stored from the Rio Grande
at a storage dam about nine miles
west of Engle, N. M., known as the
Elephant Butte dam and reservoir
site, with a capacity for two million
acre feet, and,
Whereas, by another notice, filed in
Arjril. 190S. the said Rprlamatinn
Service has attemDted to annronriate
all of the unannronriftteri waters of
the Rio Grande and its tributaries,
waters to be diverted or stored
from the Rio Grande at said Elephant

Mrs. Julia A. Snow, Koutc No. 8, Lawrence, Ivans.

ffers

STRIPLING

The following resolutions were pass
ed by the Santa Fe Board of Trade

J.YCIA

El Paso Texas.

Night Cure

Regarding the Waters of the Rio
Grande and Its Tributaries Will
Be Sent to Washington.

to-da-

From Santa Fe to EI Paso, Bisbee,
Douglas, and all Points in New
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and ot the
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence

Dr. tShoop's

RESOLUTIONS OF SANTA
FE BOARD OF TRADE.

Science in surgery and electricity has advanced much in
the past 30 years, but the treatment of disease by the old
fashioned roots and herbs method has never been improved
E.
upon. The fact that this leader of them all Lydia
y
the
is
largest
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
seller of any similar medicine in the world, is proof positive
of its value and superiority, for with all our enterprise and
advertising we could not keep fooling the people for 30
E.
years. Merit and merit alone is what has made Lydia for
medicine
standard
the
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
treating diseases peculiar to women.
For 30 years Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
remedy for
Compound has been the standard
female ills. No sick woman does justice to
herself who will not try this famous medicine.
Made exclusively from roots and herbs, and
has thousands of cures to its credit.
Era- -"
If the slightest trouble appears which
write to Mrs.
W& you do not understand,
Pinkham at Lynn, Mass., for her advice it is
PINKHAM
free and always helpful.

ASK FOR TICKETS

f

To weak and ailin women, there la at least one
way to help. But with that way, two treatments,
must be combined. One is local, one is constitiv
tional, but both are important, both essential.
vi. nnoop s iNignt jure is the Local.
Dr. Shoop's Restorative, the Constitutional.
The former Dr. ShooD's Nieht Cure is a toDioal
mucous membrane suppository remedy, while Dr.
an internal treat,
enoop s Kestorauve is
ment. The Restorativewnoily
reaches throughout the
entire system, seeking the repair of all nerve,
all tissue, and all blood ailments.
The "Night Cure", as its name implies, does its
work while you sleep. It soothes sore and inflam.
ed mucous surfaces, heals local weaknesses and
discharges, while the Restorative, eases nervous
excitement, gives renewed vigor and ambition,
builds up wasted tissues, bringing about renewed
strength, vigor, and energy. Take Dr. Shoop's
Restorative Tablets or Liquid as a general tonic
to the system. For positive local help, use as well

Hickory is one of our most useful
woods, but it constitutes only about
two or five per cent of the total stand
of timber in our hardwood forests. It
is widely distributed throughout the
eastern hardwood forests and was for
merly most abundant and of unusually
high quality in Indiana and Ohio. The
supply in these states, however, has
been greatly reduced by cutting, so
that at present Arkansas is distinctly
in the lead in hickory production, followed by Tennessee, and then by Indiana, Kentucky and Ohio.
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not risk

For Backache, Rheumatism, Kidney and Bladder Disorders. Do
having Bright's Disease and Diabetes. Commence today and be welL
:

STRIPLING-BURROW-

S

& CO.

Dates of Sale, May 28th
to June 3rd, July 9th to
16th.
Return Limit, three months from
date of sale. Call on address.
H. 8, LUTZ, Atrent
Santa Fe, N. M.

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 13,

THE SANTA FE XEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.

1910.

regime. The loop is owned by a separate corporation which is paid one-hacent for every passenger carried
by all of the elevated roads, and the
city gets 15 per cent of the loop company's earnings. The city has a number of revenue incomes now which
were unknown five years ago, the biggest being from the rehabilitated surface street car companies. They pay
the city over a million dollars each
year. The Illinois Tunnel Company
for its network of bores under the city

PAGE SEVEN
invitations will be conveyed by special
commissioners to the White House
and Colonel Roosevelt's home.
"The invitations to President Taft
and Colonel Roosevelt have no political significance," said L XI. Monroe,
FOR RENT Furnished room with
secretary of the Spokane chamber of
lOt! Johnson St.
Gentleman.
bath.
T.
secrecommerce, and John
Burns,
tary of the Dry Farming Congress, in
FOR RENT Three furnished rooms
announcing the foregoing. "The Dry for
40C San Francisco
housekeeping.
Farming Congress has nothing to do
treet.
with politics or partisanship, and, if

WANT

lf

CHI

PEOPLE

2,I100,0

Prediction Freely Made That
This Will Be Doubled
by 1925
500,000

PASSENGERS

The law won't

let us make a larger

cigar for a nickel the

law of quality. Any size is
too big if the taste is wrong.

No brand is right if you
don't get the smoke you

recently sent a check for $22,255,
which is 5 per cent of the Tunnel
Company's business, whicth last year
totaled $445,105, but now is rapidly on
an increase. The Tunnel Company
operates a freight delivery service
forty feet below the surface of the
streets and although in January, 1909,
its earnings were only $19,000, in December they had increased to $51,000.
Havoc Among Joy Riders.
The havoc of springtime joy riding
of automobilists has reached such a
point that drastic action has been
recommended to the city authorities
organizations.
by several influential
Only rigid enforcement of police laws
is likely to prevent mob violence, for
there have been a number of demonstrations of late from which scorching chauffeurs and their passengers

A DAY

Enormons Traffic of Elevated
Loop Disclosed by Big

Check for City.
Good citizenship
as a creed will have a trial heat in
Chinuert flmnner the memberships of

Chicago, April 13

they accept our invitations, nothing
of a political nature will be permitted to interfere with the plans for
their entertainment."
Plans to unite the commercial organizations of the west in urging the
chief executive of the nation and Colonel Roosevelt to be guests of the people of Spokane the first week in October were formulated at the last meeting of the trustees of the chamber of
commerce and Secretary Monroe was
instructed to take up the matter with
the various bodies in Washington,

like; and the

.enry George

5 c Cisar

has the flavor. It's a mellow,
rich smoke, made of
tobacco, a blend
of filler and wrapper that
beccmes a harmony the
moment it is lighted. A
value that five cents seldom
gets a full-siz- e,
well-matur- cd

SALE Typewriter ribbons
satisfaction or your money back.
Stripling, Burrows & Company.
FOR

50c,

FOR SALE Lands irrigated by the
Santa Fe Irrigation and Improvement
Co., maps and prices at Charles E.
Michael Real Estate.
CIGAR SALESMAN WANTED Experience unnecessary. Sell our brands
to the rettail trade. Big pay. Write
for tull particulars at once. Globe
Cigar Co., Cleveland, O.

churches, religious bodies
'A
Oregon, Idaho, California, Montana.
and clubs which have organized tJhe
Utah, Nevada, Colorado, Wyoming and
FOR RENT In most delightful part
Chicago Citizens' Congress, with high,
other
western states.
formal
The
results.
house with
of city,
hopes for big
Secertary Burns announces that cellar; new bath, electric lights,
declaration of the congress as to its
Congressman Mondell of Wyoming, telephone, acre of
rich garden,
purpose include this: "To unite all
president of the Dry Farming Con- young
small
men who profess religious principles
fruits,
orchard,
gress, has prepared an invitation on city and aeequia. water, yards for 200
of life in the application of tJheir prinbehalf of that organization.
This will hens, stable for horse and cow, room
full-mad- e,
ciples to the duties and responsibili- escaped summary punisihment only by
be engrossed and signed by Mr. Mon- for carpenter shop. Address L., New
under proties of citizenship." The congress has making a quick
dell. Alfred Atkinson, chairman of In Mexican, or O. C. Watson Co.
solid,
adopted a commission form of gov- tection of the police. The trial of a
cigar,
am
board of governors; David T. Hani,
ernment, with fifteen commissioners. case against a chauffeur who ran
which suits most men down
chairman of the Washington board of of Delaware Indian stock, will lead
The membership promises to be such down a little srirl has done much to
inch.
a mixture of religious faiths as rarely advance the sentiment favoring rigid
last
to
control, and other officers oi' the con- the grand march over a broad path,
has been seen and still more rarely discipline for motorists, for this
gress.
with spring blooms and everstands in
first rank beheld together with any permanence. chauffeur was found to have a record
"Colonel Roosevelt is deeply inter- green.
Observe the altitude of its activities of reckless driving and accidents
cause it is never rank.
ested in the work of the Dry Farm"We expect to have not less than
as stated by the temporary secretary: which lhas shown how dangerous the
ing Congress and gave marked evismiths at the celebration and we
in
in
case
Found
every
"No partisanship, no sectarianism, no aggregate of autos will become if his
dence of it while in the White House," will give them the time of their lives,"
are
individual case is an example of the
fad must be our watchword if we
in every
town and
said Mr. Burns. "His message as said Tom Smith, who has been apto accomplish any impress on the life rest. Even the disaster at the Jackpresident, of the United States to the pointed master of ceremonies of the
case.
of our city." The pure Evanstonian son boulevard bridge, when a chaufcongress at its third session in Chey- - festive occasion. "As this is to be
The Clubhouse u bended the Perfecto U net
diction with which the project is feur carried his passengers to death
enne, Wyo., gave hearty approval and, the first genuine Smith Day celebra- full
to
be noted. Already in the Chicago river by dashing
launched also is
NILES & MOSER CIGAR CO., Distributor.
to the work this organ- tion in the northwest, we hope to
endorsement,
the officers are confronted with the tilt into the open draw, has not served
ization is doing and showed his inter- make a showing of forces, so that
Telephone Main 3500
Denver, Col.
HK4HC0
cars.
to
of
down
the
slow
the
speed
difficulty of avoiding friction between
est in everything that means advance- April 19 will go down in the annals
factions and at the same time get- The increase of heavy motor trucks
ment in the west.
as an
event.
to
the
new
a
has
With
touch
of
a
developed
cynis.
danger
ting anywhere.
"We feel the time is propitious for
"It. is not
unlikely there will be
ism Rev. Ernest W. O'Neal said: "The pedestrian, for enormous vans go at
first thing we know, respectabilities high speed through the streets, turn- opportunities are better." This is the economizing of means are important, securing Colonel Roosevelt's presence three or four other weddings among
it the congress in
He has! the Smiths on that day. W. P. Edris,
will stalk unchecked
through the ing sharp corners and menacing not
raised by an organization of the club, as well as Frank Damroseh, planned a western Spokane.
s
he postmaster of Spokane, whose
streets of Chicago. There is no tell- only a man on foot, but the smaller slogan
trip,
although
who was called in from New York for
600 Chicago women, the
Amateur
been careful not to place any dates bears were Smiths, who has been
ing where a movement like this will autos and wagons. The loop district,
risrealizes
is
that America
counsel,
end. If we stick together we can do now the most congested district in the Musical club. The club has found ing to higher levels in its music before the people. The Dry Farming named chairman of the general
a
has become a world move-- ' niittee of the festival, advises me that
offers
thousand dangers that Europe's pitfalls and obstacles scnools. Every accredited institution
By and by we will judge; world,
anything.
incut
and
a criminal by his crime and not by his daily to the throngs upon the streets. more than offset its advantages to a has
its vast importance is recog-- j it is likely the states of Montana,
thoroughly trained foreign talent nized
.
by the governments of the Idaho and Oregon will have
money." The moral growth of Chica They must beware not only of street student, particularly for young
among its teachers of piano, the
We believe that if the west dates and we are also looking forward
go has kept pace if not outstripped cars, trucks, carriages, autos and auto
This organization has discov- voice, the violin and in other
,
the city's increase of population and trucks coming from one direction, but ered that the young woman sent from
as well as successful compos- unites in this invitation, he will be ,to an announcement from Canada,
some corners from three even home to a strange city, Paris, Leipzig, ers on the staffs of teachers of theo- constrained to give us the benefit of) "Some one with a liking for statis-hi- s
area but reform has not been accom-'a- t '
London or anywhere else, was sub- ry and composition.
plished in one dose by one set of men. four. Randolph street and Fifth
presence and suggestions at the tics has made a compilation showing
Moreover
the
pace with the city's growth 'nue now is the show danger spot of jected to a severe test such as only large cities support orchestras, the sessions."
jmore than 50,000 Smiths in the nortn- has been "going some" too. Chicago the city, for street car tracks inter-wi- the best balanced character could university towns have
Mr. Monroe said it is desired
to
west, including the Canadian
musipro- choruses,
have 4,000,000 and more persons sect there in four directions and
withstand. There are loneliness, the cal festivals and orchestral tours. have both President Taft and Colonel vinces, and that of these not less
its city limits March S, 1925, ' head the elevated trains add to the difficulties with an alien language in The club therefore has given up send- Roosevelt at the congress as they are than 2,000 are residents of Spokane.
of ing students abroad. Its scholarship heartily in accord with the principles At that rate there should be about a
according to WTalter D. Moody, busi- - distractions and uproar which serve a strange land, the temptations
ness manager of the Chicago Associa- to confuse people,
jouth and the considerable expense of fund is made to do double service and for which it stands, "and," he added, million of them on the continent, or
tion of Commerce. "As an actual fact
board and lessons, many times great- give more to a struggling genius. The "both are earnestly endeavoring to one for every 100 inhabitants."
Postal Savings Bill Shelved.
er than if the student had remained ta'ented student is being aided by (use their
Chicago has considerably more than
now
Tne
bank
bill,
savings
opportunities for the greatest
in America. While saving the stud- fees for concert work in institutions
ne nam. pigeon-holes,vwj,vwi population now.
of
in a
good for the greatest number of the
"Our increase in ten years has been;the hosti!e
ent from foreign temptations and the winch cannot pay for their music.
poBtofflce committee of the
people of the western states.
52 per cent."
session
at
will
not
this
"Colonel Roosevelt' is essentially a
House,
pass
Chicago's Babies Worth $4,500,000. of Congress, according to a bulletin
westerner and has the interests of all
Inventoried at cost Chicago's babies of the Postal Savings Bank League,
ATTORNEYS AT LAW.
the west at heart. We know that the
(From the New Meixcan of this Date
have a value of $4,500,000, according unless the public wakes up and' de- people of every city in the west want
1890.)
to the figures of Professor E. H. Arn- mands action. The league is urging
CATRON & CATRON
him to visit them during his propo's-eold of Yale, who put $75 as the aver- newspapers to call upon their readers
and Counsellors-at-Lato
Attorneys
the Pacific coast and Ve are
trip
to write to their members of Conage money price paid. There are
Office:
Catron Block
asking them to unite with us in inChicago habies very tiny ones, gress to demand that the postofnee
New Mexice
him to arahge to address the Santa Fe,
viting
not more than a year old. What valu- committee report the bill which the
Dry
here.
Farming Congress
ation the parents would place on Senate has passed. The opposition to
E. C. ABBOTT
"We have no doubt the majority of
those babies is a very different thing. the measure has proceeded from t
Attorney-at-LaWHY
FE
SANTA
SHOULD
as
burc oi injury,
tne nrst impression the commercial bodies will endorse
What their potential value to society American Bankers' Association's pos- Practice in the District and SuWELCOME THE STRANGER. of a stranger in a strange place is our invitation.
The former president
may be also is ; a different matter. tal savings committee. In a report to
Courts.
preme
to
our
The
of
Prompt and careful
extending
has always been willing to respond
lasting.
They are about equally divided be- - the Postal Savings Bank League a visitors question
attention
to
all business.
welcome should
the
of
given
hand
to
Disdainful
our
indifference
shown
to
the
call of the people in the west
tween boys and girls but the cost of former Canadian banker, C. F. Ross,
Santa
New Mexico
Fe,
Board
be
of
and
Trade
the
not
visitors
denies
them
by
agitated
the and we beleve that when ne receives
only
either, is the same. When they are who is familiar witih postal banking efforts
to
made
make
their
of
the
wonders
sojourn
natural
and
knowledge
15 years of age these same
thp unanimous invitation from the
babies in the Dominion, said: "I had 14 years' here as
CHARLES F. EASLEY
attractions that surround us, but will
pleasant as possible.
would go on the cost sheet at $120,- - experience with the system and can
cities of the states which
has
case
As
on the contrary impart to them a be- rrinci,)al
the
been
(Late
heretofore,
Surveyor General)
nave made
00,000, again using, tlhe figures of see only great benefit, not only to the when an excursion comes to
eSg ,n economic de.
Attorney-at-LaSanta Fe iici iuai, civmzauun ill inese pans
Professor 'Arnold of $2,000 each at people but to banks from them. I its
Rooseveltian
through the
Land and Mining business a specpassengers are generally without a is by no means in the ascendency. Let tvelopment
that age. There are about 225,000 have traveled over a great deal of ter
to roam the streets an effort be made to tender the so it'eas, he will be willing to make a ialty.
and
left
guide
children in the city between 15 and ritory and met a great many hankers at will. Now this sort
in
his
itinerary for Spokane and Santa Fe,
of reception journing stranger a Warm hand of rlace
New Mexica
19 years of age, each of whom owes and I have yet to find one who had an
the Dry Farming Congress."
is
to
do
worst
the
calculated
the
welcome.
is
It
business.
city
the world $2,000 a total of $450,000,-000- . argument against postal savings banks
RENEHAN & DAVIES
There are 243,000 children in that was worthy of the name. In the
SMITH FAMILY TO
A. B. Renehan
E. P. Daviea
Chicago between 10 and 15 years of flrst Place the bankers know that there
HAVE BIG REUNION.
Attorneys-at-Lais
a
amount
each
of
whom
owes
of
age,
great
money hoarded
the world
Practice in the Supreme and Disabout $1,200, or 'a total of $291,600,-P by people who have not the confi-00John and Mary and Their Kin From trict Courts. Mining and Land Law a
There are 284,000 children be-- dence in banking as the .conditions are
AND
Northwestern States Will Be
specialty. Office in Catron Block.
tween 5 and 10 years, each of whom today, or as they think the conditions
at Spokane.
Santa Fer New Mexico
owes the world about $500, or a total are- Tlney know that if this money
13.
was
of 3142,000,000. There are 229,000
Members
Spokane, Wash., April
brought into circulation it would
G. W. PRICHARD
of the Smith family in Washington,
children between 1 and 5, each of(oe a powerful benefit to the country
Morton, in "The Widow
Today there are but two theatrical Dorothy
wnom has cost about $175, or a total generally. It is therefore easy to see
OreAttorney and Consellor-at-Lanorthern
Idaho,
Utah,
California,
Jones" made about as much of a hit
Practice in all the District Courts
of $40,075,000. To these add tlhe
by educating the class of people edifices in America that are strictly in Denver as she
did here. She was gon, Montana, Colorado, the Dakotas and
bies of one year and under, at $75 who ar nw hoarding up their
the
are
gives special attention to cases
and
the
of
ColumBritish
producing theatres and they
provinces
seen at the Broadway Monday night
bia and Alberta have been invited to before the Territorial Supreme Court.
$4,500,000, and the grand total of ev to l'en an account with a postal Princess Theatre and La Salle The- and Music Critic.
Inst
ran.
Pork
'
children who have cost, and have not savings bank that it opens up a chan- ceieurauon in spoiiane Office: Laughlin Blk Santa Fe, N. M.
atre, Chicago, managed by the Prin-- , tically says the "Vidder" is fat and Ule oumu
yet begun to pay back amounts to the nel or tne banks to obtain deposits cess Amusement
on
19
when Jonn Smith and
April
Company of which very husky and that's all. Miss Mor- that could not be done under any oth Mr. Mort H.
C. W. G. WARD
tidy sum of $928,175,000.
is the managing ton's severe cold seems to have held Mai'y Smith' both of this city, will be
Singer
er conditions. There is a class of
The Elevated Lood.
Territorial
.
District Attorney
Attend-tudein the state armory.
director. In the past few seasons to her even in Denver's lower
The elevated loop which circles and people in this country who deposit
San
For
ants
and Mora Counties
Miguel
flower
SirU
and
bearer
as
"The
the
successes
Time,
Miss
Perkins takes this fling
ring
throttles to some extent Chicago's money in hanks that should not have such great
New Mexico
Golden at the chorus with Miss Morton: "The n'lVe oeen chosen from the house of Las Vegas,
"The
Place
the
Girl,"
the
and
business center is found to carrv dailv tnat privilege. Many runs on good in
of
the
chorus
in
Smith,
"Prince
the matter of raiment,
officiating clergyman being
"Honeymoon Trail,"
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
nearly half a million passengers on stitutions have been caused by these Girl,"
of Lib- makes the rainbow look like a faded Rev. Robert A. Smith, pastor of Bethel
elevated trains and yearly nearly people and the bankers of this coun- Tonight" and "The Goddess
Attorneys-at-LaSuch
insistent
church.
rag.
in rapid
reds and turbu-- j Presbyterian
"Philadelphia
160,000,000 passengers. A check for try should be very willing to be re- erty" have been produced
; Practice in the District Courts as
lent
73
Tom"
hues
it
has
never
of
Messrs.
a
scion
Smith,
peacock
written
age,
years
all
been,
by
the city's share of the earnings of the lieved from doing business with succession,
well as before the Supreme Court of
our sade fate to encounter in juxtapo-1'- Hough and Adams, with music by Josthem."
loop structure, $40,000 for a
the territory.
each
E.
and
succeeding
Howard,
eph
Music in America.
period, has disclosed the earnLas Cruces.
New Mexico
This
chorus
green.
some
did
remark-is greater than its predecessor.
ings of the loop structure which
"Europe no more for the student of play
able
too.
At
most
the
work,
of
unexpectthe
pen
Charles T. Yerkes contributed to the music who is short of funds. Conserve The latest and greatest
EDWARD C. WADE
ed moments it would daslh upon the
disfiguring land marks of his traction the talent in the United States where these prolific writers has the fasciAttorney-at-Laat
scene,
a
times
with
drill
doing
"A
Stubborn Cinderella,"
nating title,
in the Supreme and DisPractices
lanterns
for
which
Japanese
there
and will be seen here at the Elks' the- was
Courts of the Territory, in the
trict
no
excuse."
really
atre Wednesday, April 20, with Homer
DAYLIGHT TRAIN TO EL PASO
Probate Court and before the U. S.
B. Mason featured. The new play
Surveyor General and U. S. Land
TAFT
AND
ROOSEVELT
which has the caption of "A quality
Offices.
TO BE INVITED.
musical comedy" has a real plot with
Las Cruces - - - New Mexico
HE
MEXICO CENTRAL and EL PASO and SOUTHWESTERN several big dramatic moments, a Both Will Be
Asked to Attend Dry
group of capable actors and actresses,
WILLIAM McKEAN
Farming Congress at Spokane
electrical
beautiful
scenery,
startling
Attorney-at-LaRETURNING
Leaving Santa Fe 8,4 a. m.
October of This Year.
effects, magnificent costumes and an
Arriving Kl Paso 10,40 p. ru,
Leaving El Paso8.00 a. rii.
and Land Law.
Mining
9.45
Arriving Santa Fe
p. in.
extraordinarily large chorus of pretty
Taos
New Mexico
Cham13.
Spokane,
Paso
can
Wash., April
Close connections at El
for Los Angeles, Calif., and
Teally sing and. dance.
girls who
There is abundant vim and dash In the bers of commerce, boards of trade and
W. A. FLEMING JONES
points in Southern New Mexico and Arizota on Southern
comedy and it runs along smoothly allied organizations of the principal
Bonds and Investments
Pacific and El Paso & Southwestern.
and pleasantly from beginning to end. cities and towns in the Rocky mounU. S. Commissioner for the Third
tain
Pacific
coast
and
states have
Homer B. Mason, Carloyn Lilja, MarJudicial District of New Mexico.
QUICK TIME TO ALL POINTS EAST
Keeler, Bessie Merrill and all been requested to
with the
guerite
Eastern and local bank references.
45
8
leave
HP
a. m.
t
Santa Fe
i Will
the favorites of the Chicago cast are Spokane chamber of commerce and
at Kansas City 5,60 p. m. next day
I
llO- - 4 Arrive
Las
Cruces
New Mexico
Arrive at Chicago 8.20 a.m. 2nd day
with this company. "A Stubborn Cin- the Dry Farming Congress in invitaBEST SUGAR FOR TEA AND COFFEE!
tions
to
William Howard Taft, presiderella" is the most noteworthy musi-caE. P. & S. W. and Rock Island trains carry Standard
R. W. WITTMAN
BY GROCERS EVERYWHERE!
comedy success of the last ten dent of the United States, and Colonel
Pullman and Tourist Sleepers, Chair Cars and Coaches
Draftsman
years. The seat sale opens Saturday Theodore Roosevelt, urging them to
of records on file
furnished
Copies
at Fischer's drug store.
attend the fifth session of the con-J.P.LYNG,
U. S. Surveyor General's Office.
in
the
City Freight & Passenger Agent.
According to the Denver , News, feress in Spokane, October 3 to (5. The
Santa
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GKOCERY AND BAKERY

ed officers.
Want Gambling in Juarez Abolished
That the citizens of Juarez are alive
to the dangers of keno gambling is
evident by the current issue of El
Trabajo, a weekly journal of the Mex-- :
ican city. Its first page is almost given over to a powerful plea for civic
protection against the keno Ihouses
ending with these words: "That is the
'
way to govern, Mr. Creel.-Is Las Vegas Star About to Set?- Word comes from the Meadow City
that the Las Vegas Daily Star recently established is about to suspend publication as a daily. Las Vegas is a
graveyard for daily newspapers btit
again and again a new paper is founded under the erroneous idea tthat the
in New
daily newspaper business
'
Mexico is very profitable.
Woman
Foolish Roswell
Kills HerSain
self Rpraiiso lier sweetheart
M. Oldham, went buggy riding with
another girl Sunday, May Rushing, a
waitress, aged 22, at her room in Ros
well .shot herself with a revolver, the

Red, White and Yellow

full assortment of Garden
and Flower Seeds.

lfe

fifty Years
the Standard

NOTICE Typewriter ribbons 50c.
satisfaction or your money back. Carbon paper as low, same guarantee.
Stripling, Burrows & Company.
Installation of Officers Tonight Tonight, Santa Fe lodge Xo. 4G0, B. P.
O. E., will install its recently elect'
j

j

Its use a protection and a
guarantee against alum

'

Santa Fe. W. H. Kennedy and Frank training, which began on Monday only
Plomteaux also met the man who to be interrupted iby the cold yesterwas. robbed
day, was forced further into the backSix More Visitors at the Pen With ground today by the necessity of JohnSheriff McGarth and Deputy Sheriff son to appear in court in connection
Montes of Grant county, as their with alleged auto speeding.
When
Johnson was arrested two weeks ago,
ball entering the left shoulder, pierc- - guides, six prisoners visitea me
the lung and causing death from itentiary today and will remain for he demanded a trial by a jury, which
should contain two colored men, but
shock five hours later. The young periods of one to five years. The
came here three years ago oners and the crimes for which they none of the latter were among the
from Claremont county, Texas, where are incarcerated are: Pedro Marquez, venire present of jurymen presented
her parents reside. The funeral will larceny, 4 to 5 years; Francisco Val-b- in Judge Going's court today.
held ttiere tomorrow morning.
jdez, murder, 3 to 10 years; Lauterio
Quarrel Over Whisky Bottle Results Garcia, dicharging a deadly weapon, FARM LABOR SCARCE
in Murder A. F. Luckie, a well known one year; Alberto Queredo, forgery,
EARLY IN SPRING.
citizen of Cedar Point thirty miles two to three years; James Ryan,
of Artesia, was shot and killed cency, one to three years, and Frank One Hundred and Fifty Thousand
at that place by W. T. Arnold, follow-- L. Edwards, burglary, three to five
New Settlers During Past Year
ing a quarrel over a bottle of whisky. years. Deputy Sheriff Montes took
in Northwestern States.
Details of the affair have not yet ,five insane patients to the asylum at
reached Artesia, but it is understood Las Vegas and one incorrigible youth
Spokane, Wash., April 13 Farm lathat the men became involved in a ;to the reform school at Springer.
bor is scarce in Washington, Oregon,
scrap over the possession of a battle
Idaho and Montana, where larger
of whisky, both claiming ownership JEFFRIES PLEASED WITH
areas will go into wheat and other
Arnold pulled a gun and shot Luckie
FIRST BOXING BOUT.
grains, root crops and fruit this
in a vital spot, death ensuing in a
than ever before. The land is
spring
very short time. Arnold, it is under-- ! Shows Excellent Wind, Something in excellent condition for seeding and
stood, is coming to Artesia to sur- About Which Newspaper Men
work is in progress in many districts.
Tender himself to the authorities.
Had No Doubts.
The scarcity of labor, the greatest
Dnhhorl
Trainman HplH Inr "mrl
1
"
that confronts the ranchers
problem
Ben Lomond, Calif., April 13. The and orchardists in the irrigated and
trainman who came to Santa Fe night
before last on the Santa Fe Central much talked of "fir?t boxing bout" dry farming districts, is accounted for
looking for work, was Iheld up and rob- - which was pulled off between Jeffries in a way by the great expansion in inbed near Hancock
street on the and Berger yesterday, seems to
dustrial lines and railroad building,
south side. He was crossing a vacant
the bis fellow's trainers by its and though more than 150,000 settlers
lot when he heard two men speaking results. The most satisfactory point came into the country last year the
good English following him. As he developed was the excellent wind situation has not been relieved.
In
turned around, he was struck and fell shown by Jeffries. Jeffries himself fact, farmers say it is more acute todown unconscious.
When he awoke wore a complacent smile after com- day than during any similar period in
he found that $4.65 he carried in his pleting the bout, some rope skipping the history of the northwest, as many
pocket was gone. He walked
the and bag punching.
of the newcomers have settled on
streets all night in a half dazed con
"I am in good condition right now," land and thus increased the demand
for labor. Employment agenciefc in
dition but did not report the occurr said Jeffries.
rence to the police. He however in;
Johnson's Training Interrupted.
Spokane and other cities in the norththe"
j formed City Agent H. S. Lutz of
Chicago, April 13. Jack Johnson's west are literally swamped with or- '

F. ANDREWS
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EUGENIO ROMERO

LUMBER & COAL YARD
Lumber and all kinds

Lump, nut and
mine run coal

of building material.

YVRD ON HIGKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

Red Phone 100

j

;

j

'

Phone Red 100

T0MAS P. DELGAD0 Mgr.

j

E

pJpiuFTiies Buooies and Saddle Horses

..w-w-

A

j

.

at wages ranging from
a day, and in instances
they are offering $3 a day.
de'rs for help
$2.50 to $2.75

WORKING FOR
(Continued

A

COMPROMISE.

from Page One.)

accurate knowledge of the territory.
Most estimates come closer to 400,000
than anyi other figure. But the story
will soon be told. The idea is to have
the true population shown.
"Five Pueblo Indians are gathered
in Santa Fe taking lessons from the
New Mexico supervisor in the gentle
art of taking the census. It is to be
hoped the Indian census will show up
how much land the Pueblos hold per
capita and what proportion of it is
being used by and for them."
FIRE DESTROYS CHAIR COM
PANY; SIX FIREMEN MISSING.
New Haven, Conn., April 13. Fire
today almost destroyed the New
Haven county jail, following the burnading of the wooden building
was
the
that
joining
occupied by
New England Chair Company. Six
firemen are missing and five firemen
injured.
The annual meeting of the
of the New Mexico Telephone
Company will foe held at its office, N.
W. corner Plaza-- , Santa Fe, Thursday,
April 21, 1910, 5 p. m.
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It is an admitted fact that real estate, financial men and merchants all
say that quickest and best results are
obtained by advertising in the New
Mexican.
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THE ONLY STORE IN THE CITY FOR
GOODS AT BARGAINS.
i

UP-TO-DA-
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FOR THIS WEEK
ONLY WE OFFER A SPECIAL
SALE ON LADIES SUITS AND SKIRTS WHICH
I SECURED ON MY TRIP EAST. WE HAVE ONE HUNDRED
Suits and Two Hundred Skirts as Sample line. No two alike- - Of the latest Fa-brand fashion in the market. The original price on suits from $20.00 to $45.00 per suit
under this sale they will go from $12.50 to $20.00. There is a saving of over 100 per cent. Skirts
from $7.50 to $18 00, now from $5.00 to $10.00. Call in and see the handsome display and
pick your Summer Suit. WE ALSO HAVE A GOOD MANY OTHER
BARGAINS WHICH I SECURED EAST AND WHICH ARE
NOW BEING SOLD AT THE
SAME MARGIN.
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